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Lanrt G. Dlrvis,
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...
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PARlG\IAl r l\Iiss Lana
Gcan Davis. daughtcJ of ~Ir.
and l\lrs. l\1arvin Davis, bcCctlllC the bride of Anthony
Arland .i\IcKennC'y, son of 1\Ir.
and 1\Irs. Charles .1\lcKcnncy,
bf Cambridge, at the Cambridge Baptist Church .July 3
Antl1om Arland :;\IcKenney,
son of· l\Ir. and :\lrs. Charle
::\1 cKenney, son of ~lr. and
::\Irs. Charles McKenney of
Cambridge. at the Cambridge
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ONE WILL REIGN-- One of these nine young ladies will be named Stockholm's Anniversary
Queen during the coronation to be held Friday evening at the Stockholm American Legion Hall.
The contestants are, from left to right, front row: Diane DuFour, Carol Wardwell. Second row:
Brenda Johnson, Glenna Peterson, Marie Rossignol. Third Row: Janice Campbell, Jeanne
Sandstrom, Patricia Johnson and Patricia Albert.
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Nine Seek Stockholm
Anniversary Title
Town officials of Stockholm
have proclaimed July 16, 17 and
18 as days of celebration in
commemoration of the 90th
anniversary of the founding of
the town.
Nine young ladies have announced their intentions of
seeking the title as the town's
90th Anniversary Queen.
Coronation of the queen will
take place Friday evening, July
16 at the American Legion Hall.
Seeking th.e title are:
Patricia Albert, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Albert,
and sponsored by the Catholic
Order of Foresters.
Janice Campbell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Campbell,
and sponsored by the Parent
Teachers Assoc.
Diane DuFour, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Orelle DuFour,
Carol Wardwell , daughter of
and sponsored by the Junior Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wardwell
Council of Foresters.
and sponsored by Baptist
Brenda Johnson, daughter of Church Women.
Mr. and Mrs. Wyllard JohnIn addition to the s llection of
son , and sponsored by Trimty
the Armiversary Queen, the
Lutheran Church.
town has scheduled numerous
Patricia Johnson, also a
events
over the three days of
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
celebration. A parade is
Wyllard Johnson and sponsored
by American Legion Auxiliary. scheduled for Saturday afGlenna Peterson, daughter of ternoon, a variety of dinners
and meals, exhibitions and
Mr. and Mrs. Ear 1 Peterson Sr., sporting events are also
and sponsored by the Luther planned.
League.
Marie Rossignol, daughter of
All of the various clubs and
Mr. and Mrs. Alex~ Rossignol, organizations in the community
and sponsored by Senior are participating in the three
Citizens.
day affair to which the public
Jeanne Sandstrom, daughter has been extended a cordial
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sandstrom welcome by Town Manager
and sponsored by American Gordon R. Dixon and the town's
Legion.
Board of Selectmen.
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Baptist Church July 3 with the
with the Rev. Alfred T. Boudreau Jr., o1ficiating.
Miss Catherine Davi , v,·as
maid of honol'. Dale McKenney, was best man.
The ushers were Larry
Da,·is of China. and ::\Iichacl
:\IcKcnney ot: P1tt ·field. Todd
Hughes of Pittsfield "a's ring
bearer.
A reception was held at the
T'arkman Grange Hall.
The couple arc graduates of
Piscataquis Community High
School. The groom is cmJ)loycd by the Dexter Shoe Co.
They are to reside at Hart-
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• Bangor Doily News, Monday, July 19, 1971

So1netlting To Remember
Jeanne Sandstrom, an 18-year-old blue-eyed
blonde, was crowned Miss Stockholm Anniversary
Queen during the town's 90th anniversary pageant
Friday. Doing the honors was Mrs. Charles Con-

nell, 88, of Venice East, Fla., first born in that
Aroostook County town. (NEWS Photo by Dean
Rhodes)
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AROOSTOOK REPUBLICAN AND NEWS
APPRECIATED -- Elvie H. Johnson, AR and N

Stockholm correspondent, accepts a citation from
Commander John Simpson of The Perkins-Plourde
Post 136, "In recognition and sincere appreciation
of outstanding service and assistance which contributed to the advancement of The American
Legion. programs and ~ctivities ... ''

1'!7..sHistorical unit se king building

...

A hug for royalty

1t
Elvie Johnson gets a congratu a ory
hug from her brother, Fritzof Jacobson

after her coronation . as Stockholm's
Bicentennial Queen, Frtday. (Swanson
Photo)

STOCKHOLM - "If the\'
all can have mu. eums, why
can't we have one?" asked
Elvie Johnson of
Stockh m. following a tour
of historical museums in
. ew Sw d nand Caribou.
Thus the seeds were
sown for the creation of a
Stock h o 1m Historical
Society, whi h now has
more· than 15 charter
members .

"Stockholm was boom
town with hotels, boarding
houses. even police.,
recalls Mrs: Johnson, who
is the soctety's new
president. uThere were
buildings all along the
streets."
The new historical

societ. is pre ntly
searching for a building
with historical ignificance
in which to house the lo al
artifacts it hope to
assemble. It also plan to
com pile a histortcal
scrapbook and to conduct
programs commemorating
the bicentennial.
"There is no age limit for
mern bers,.. said Mr ..
Johnson. "We want Yotmg
people, too. They ar out
future citizens."
Other officers are Rus ell
Peterson, vice president;
argaret Anderson,
ecretary; Frederick
Anderson, tr asurer.
Meetings are held at the
Stockholm Legion Hall th
last Monday of each monU1.
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Historical society meets
The Historical Society met at
the Stockholm American Legion
Hall for their meeting. A panel
consisting of retired school
teachers and Miss Annie Lindsten who took part in
reminiscence of the group's
highlights in teaching school.
Those participating were Mrs.
Meritta Anderson, Mrs. Helen
Borjeson, Mrs. Dorothy Cooper,
and Axel Tall. Present day
teachers taking part were Mrs.
Shirley Sjostedt, Mrs. Margaret
Wardwell and J. Roland Albert.
School houses of the past in- ·
eluded the Berquist school,
located on South Hill and now
used by Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Peterson as their home, Lind
school located on the Stockholm
hill road, Larson .school located
near the Lutheran church,
Brown school house burned last
year and Stockholm elementary
school burned this year. Also
used for school rooms in the
past were Lutheran and Baptist
church basements, the Merrill
house and Standard Supply
Store. Several amusing items
were read from some of the old
town books now on display at
the Stockholm Museum. A short
business meeting was held after
the panel discussion when it was
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voted to give Mrs. Annie
Fogelin, a life-time membership in the society. Next
meeting will be held on August
29th.

IAL WITH COLORFUL PARADE-

Among the various components of Stockholm's Bicentennial Parade Saturday
was this star-spangled float constructed by the Perkins-Plourde American
Legion Post. The legionnaire pictured, Wilfred Beachard, sang a variety of
patriotic songs to the crowd as the float progressed along the parade route.

Stockholm Historical Soc· ty
Jere Green of the University
of Maine at Presque Isle was
the guest speaker at the
Stoc~olm Historical Society
meetmg at the Stockholm
Museum. Green spoke on
preserving
papers
and
historical data for museums
and societies. Elected of icers
were Richard Hede president;
Eln~ Sodergren vice president;
Lewts Campbell second vice
president~ Margaret Anderson~
secretary and Frederick An- )·
derson treasurer. Directors are
Elna Sodergren,
Margaret
Anderson, Meritta Anderson
Richard Hede, Alton Wardwell'
Edwin .Bosse, Lewis Campt>eli,
Fredenl~k Anderson and Elvie
Johnson. Membership committee mem hers are Elsie
Anderson and Ethel Soderstrom. The museum committee
is John Hede, Russell Peterson.
Harold Anderson, Margare .
Andersor and Selma Gun·
nerson. Library committee is
Hilma Hede, Meritta Anderson
Beverly Sodergren, Hele
Holman, Katherine Mattso
and Sammy Dooe. Auditor ar1 ·
Lillian Anderson and Hel
Brown. The historical society
meets the last Monday of th~
month. The museum is o~n.
every Sunday from 1 to 5 p.m.

Landmark relocated
by Elvie Johnson
STOCKHOLM -- One of the
oldest buildings in the Town of
Stockholm reached a new
location Jan. 6 when it was
moved from the north side of
1
the Lutheran Church to the
1
Town hall park.

:>

The Stockholm band stand,
wl!ich was built in May 1922 at
the corner of North Main and
Donworth streets and later
moved north about 200 feet in
1947, was due to be moved to the
ball park by the vote of the town
in 1947.
{
C.H. Carlson and crew of

Colby Siding, Stockholm CETA
workers and the town plow
crew, Gregory Plourde and
Melford Sjostedt moved the
building. Gordo~ R. Dixon,
chairman of the board of
selectmen and supervisor of the
lo~al . CETA program, said the
building moved without any
damage and that repairs would
be made so that it would be an
asset to the town and, hopefully,
be ~ne of the town's attractions
for ,It lOOth .anniversary in 1981.
1 he repa1rs would include a
paint job and some work on the
shutters which would be done by
CETA worker" .

Stockho m school des r

·by fire

..
l

STOCKHOLM - "If there as
ever anything that stood for
independence of this town it was
that school," said a Stockholm
school teacher as she watched
the last burnil ~ timbers of the
building fall at 5 a.m. Saturday.
Townspeople and fire trucks
stood silent as the 60-year-old
building, which served the
town's kindergarten through
eighth grade students, burned
to the ground.
"When I got the call at 4:10
a.m. the roof was already gone
and I knew there was nothing
we could do," reported Delmar
Brisette, fire chief. Mrs. Martin
Anderson was first to notice the
blaze, which reflected against
her livingroom walls.
State Fire Marshall Robert
McMahan began an investigation this week to
determine the cause of the fire,
which Brisette described as the
worst Stockholm has had in the
eight years he has been chief of
the town's volunteer department.
"The building was in good
shape," Brisette said, noting
that the school was recently
rewired and equipped with fire
doors to meet fire code
regulations. The building was
insured for $40,000 and its
contents for $5,000.
Carl Heilsberg, superintendent of Union 122 serving
Stockholm, New Sweden and
Woodland, announced Sunday
that the school board had
decided to reopen school
Wednesday for the remaining 15
days of the school year, utilizing
space in the Baptist and
Lutheran churches and the
American Legion Hall.
First and second grades are
meeting at the Baptist Church,
grades 3 through 6 at the Legion
Hall and grades 7 and 8 at the
Lutheran Church.
"The teachers are unanimous
in their desire to continue to
educdte these youngsters,"
(Turn to Pg. 14 - This ~ection)

LOST - The Stockholm School burned to the
ground early Saturday morning. The fire is under
investigation. The school pupils are attending

classes in local churches. Possible plans to build a
new school in Stockholm are being discussed.
(Staff Photos.)

Student Compife Articles
For 'Silver Birches'

BACK TO SCHOOL - Stockholm School first and second ~raders resumed
classes May 25, meeting at the Stockholm Baptist Church, four days after fire
destroyed their school building and its contents. With materials from Connor,
New Sweden and Woodland schools, the youngsters began lessons almost
where they left off before the fire, according to their teacher, Mrs.-Margaret
Wardwell. Grades 3 through 6 meet at the American Legion Hall and seventh
and eighth grades are at the Stockholm Lutheran Church. College students
volunteered to work as aids. (Staff Photo)

WRITING FOR THE "SILVER
BOOKLET __ Amon the
BIRCHES"

Stockholm high school ~tudents ~ew Sweden and
c~mpile,the second edition of th~o~!,~~o;.~~d to
Birches were Jon Sund and Debbie Zeigler.I ver

s
li

AT 91 - Ferd Dahlgren Stockholm's oldest resident, was among those attending groundbreaking ceremonies for the new Stockholm School. He served
many years as a custodian for the high school and elementary schools.

The second edition of the
bcoklet, "Silver Birches "
written and published by high
school students of Stockhclm
and New Sweden, is now
avai~able to the public, according to a representative of
the youth .
.T~s booklet, the second of its
~md m approximately one year,
IS on sale for $1 at Monica's
Scandinavian Gift Shop in
Caribou, the Half-N-Apple in
New Sweden and other local
stores in Stockholm and New
Sweden.
"Silver Birches" contains 32
pages of pictures, articles and
interviews with residents of
New Sweden, Stockholm and
Westmanland. The material in
the booklet was compiled
written and arranged by th~
youth of those communities in
an effort to preserve the
cultural 'heritage found in the
Swedish settlements.
The· formation in the booklet ·
es accounts of the skills
customs and traditions that
accompanied the Swedish
settlers to America years ago
and how those traditions are
!Carried o .
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HAPPY FACES -· Smiles of schoolchildren expressed the
pleasure of a town as school officials broke ground for a new
elementary school at Stockholm May 11. From right are Eric
Bradley. clerk of the works, Alan Nasman, school committee
chairman: Shiiley Sjostedt, principal; Russell Peterson, school
committee member; · Gene Stearns, superintendent; James

McBreairty state representative and Stockholm school students
\\ ith signs reading "Groundbreaking - May 11, 1978." Classes
have been held in the American Legion Hall and at the Stockholm
Baptist Church since the school burned last May. (Swan ·on
photo) See story on page 7A.
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Stockholm girls lead graduates
STOCKHOLM-- Mary Hede,
Norma Rossignol and Ann
Levesque will lead the 1978
graduating class of Stockholm
School.
Hede, valedictorian, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Hede. Rossignol, salutatorian,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Rossignol. Levesque
will recite the first honor essay.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Levesque.
Commencement exercises or
Stockholm's 13 eighth graders
will begin at 8 p.m. June 14 at
the American Legion Hall in
Stockholm.

Norma Rossignol
Salutatorian

Mary Hede
Valedictorian

Ann Levesque
First Honor Part

FOR TilE RECORD - Scrapbooks and photo
albums throughout Stockholm will contain pictures
of those who attended the groundbreaking
ceremonies for the new Stockholm School May 11.
Elsie Anderson, Elvie Johnson and Queenie
Peterson. as well as several groups of
choolchildren, posed before the first piles of dirt
on the site with signs denoting the event and the
·date.
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Wardwel retains
X-country title
STOCKHOLM -- Snow and icy
winds did not deter over 75 cross
country ski racers and tourers
who participated in the second
annual cross-country ski
marathon sponsored by the
, American Legion Post 136 of
Stockholm Sunday.
Greg Wardwell of Stockholm
covered the 20-kilometer 02.4
mile) course in 87 minutes and
55 seconds to take the first place

)
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Peter Towle

Historical Society

T?e Sto~kholm Historical 1
Society Will have a joint
meeting with the New Sweden
Historical Society on May 29.
Guest speaker will be Nils ,
William Olsson, an active
member of the Swedish Council
editor of news letter published
by the Swedish Council. He has
written a book on tracing your ,
Swedish ancestry. Booklets for
information on tracing your
ancestry are free from the
Swedish Information Service
tl25 3rd Ave., New York City. A
place for the meeting will be
announced next week.

course and older skiers timed
for the 12-mile route.
Winners in each group were:
<.:lass 1 -ages 12
and under
Girls: first - Donna Sun d.
Boys: first - Paul Bondeson
ll.

Second - Kenny Ouelette.
Third - Russell Gies.
Class 2 - ages 13 - 15
Girls: first - Cheryl Grant.
Second - Sheila Grant.
Third - Ann Kirkpatrick.
Boys: first Craig Peterson
and Paul Towle (tie).
Third - Mark Bouchard.
Class 3- ages 16- 18
Boys: first Greg Wardwell.
Second - Peter Towle.
Third - Grant Mitchell.
Class 4 - adults
Women: first- Carmen Towle
Shaw.
Men: first - Danny Bondeson.
Second - Bruce McCrea
Third - Steve Towle.
The oldest skier competing in
the marathon was Sam
Ouellette, 74, and the youngest was Little Sam Ouellette, age 8.
Gred Wardwell was the
fastest skier covering the route
in 87 minutes and 55 seconds.

~

l
Greg Wardwell

/
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. Historical Society
A film of winter lumbering in
bygone years was shown by Jim
Hoyth and John Vanek of F t
Kent and slides were shown ':
Roger Grindle of Fort Ken!
whe_n the Stockholm Historical
Society met September 26
Several guests were present
from nearby towns. The
secretary's report was given by
Margaret. Anderson and the
treasurer s report by Frederick
Anderson. The next meet"
will be November 1 at the cen~~;
w?en a speaker from Augusta
Will be present.
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troJily. Peter Towle of Fort
Fairfield placed second with a
time of 88 minutes, 45 seconds
and Dan Bondeson was third in
the race with 89 minutes, 20
seconds.
A ski race official reported
that blowing snow covered the
trail within a half hour after it
was packed so, race leaders had
to break the trail again. Last
year, Wardwell won the race
with a time of 69 minutes, 14
seconds.
Skiers were divided into four
age groups, with younger ~n
trants timed for a seven-mile

OATH OF OFFICE - New officers elected last
Wednesday at the Stockholm annual town. meeting
are sworn in by Merrita Anderson <right),
moderator. From left are Simon N. Forsman and

M~lford G. Sjostedt, selectmen; Diane Anderson,
town clerk; Benjamin Anderson, school committee
member; and Gordon R. Dixon, selectman.
(Hopkins photo)

THEY'RE OFF -- Michael Sund ran into a little
difficulty taking off on the 100-yard snowshoe dash
at Stockholm's winter carnival Saturday. Greg and
Tom Campbell and Dennis Plante finished the

single men's race as Mike Sandstrom awaited the
married men's competition. John Sodergren (far
right) was starter. (Swanson photos)

ON THE RUN-~ participant in a cross country ski race held on January 8
in Stockholm accepted a ~ip o juise and a lot of encouragement from waiting
spectators at one of two heckpoints on the 20-kilometer trail. (Ketcham
photo)

WINNERS -- First place winners in each age group of participants in a
·recent ski race in Stockholm were <lett to right) Ctaig Peterson, Paul Bondeson II, Greg Wardwell, Cheryl Grant, Paul Towle, Dan Bondeson, and
Carmen Towle Shaw. Paul Bondeson (right> presented the tropl}ies for
American Legion Post 139 of Stockholm, sponso of the race. (Ketchc:-u photo) r
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.Stockholm man
weds in Alaska
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA -Betty Vernell Rogers and Glen
Sodergren exchanged wedding
vows Oct. 15 at St. Mark's
Lutheran Church here. The
Rev. Conrad Zipper ian officiated at the double ring
ceremony.
The bride's mother is Betty
Van Drongelen of Seattle,
Wash. The bride was given in
marriage by her father Ron Van
Drongelen of Bothell, Wash.
:rhe bridegroom is the son of
~ohn and Elna Sodergren of
tockholm.
The bride created her floorlength, scooped-necked gown of
ivory bridal satin with fitted
bodice and long sleeves topped
with a cape of flowered lace.
Her bridal veil of matching lace
was trimmed with pearls and
she carried a cascade of orange •
oses, yellow snowballs and
aby's breath.
Toni Olson of Kodiak, Alaska, <
was maid of honor. Gary
Sodergren was his brother's
best man. Ushers were Carol
Gustafson and David Dufour.
All are Anchorage residents
formerly of Stockholm.
A reception at the Alaska
National
Guard
Armory
followed
the
ceremony.
Assisting at the reception were
Kathy Coates, Krista Coates
and Gretta Hede, cousins of the
bridegroom and also formerly
of Stockholm. Brandy and Tom
Whitlock of Anchorage also
assisted at the reception.
The bride is a 1975 graduate of
Inglemoor High School in
:-lothell. She is employed as a
"todian at the armory.
The bridegroom graduated
from caribou High School in
~ 973 . He is employed as a
laborer
with
Norcoast
Medlanical. The Sodererens
are at home in Anchorage.

Stockholm Historical ociety
A spec1al meeting was held by
the Stockholm Historical
Society at the museum with the
newly
elected
president
Richard Hede, presiding. Hede
explained the duties of each
committee and the new committees were added to the list.
He requested that each ·committee leader be ready with a
report of activities at each
meeting.
Fourteen
were
present . The next meeting will
\ be July~:
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AUGUSTA-- John G. Hede of
Stockholm is a man concerned
about t!le environment in
general and preserving the
natural beauty of Northern
Maine in particular. His conservation-minded activities at
Maaawaska Lake over the past
few years earned him a
nomination on May 11 by
Governor James B. Longley to
serVe as a public member on the
Lan8 Use Regulation Commission.
Hede is the owner and
operator of Hede's Grocery and
Campgrountl at Madawaska
Lake. He has been nominated to

~

· of water throughout the summer months. We found out that
the water quality of this lake is
better than most of the lakes in
Maine," Hede said. "Because
of that, even if sewers would
have been feasible, Madawaska
Lake was not a priority for
federal money, but we have
continued to maintain a watch
on the quality of the lake and to
be concerned about perserving
good environmental conditions
around it.'· he said.

Perkins-Plourde .Post

Emile Pelletier, commander
of the Perkins-Plourde Post 136
American Legion for 1977 •78
has been notified that his nam~
was submHted as an entry in the
1978 Post Commander "Who
Dare Award Program''. The
Stockholm Post registered a
new all-time high in mem~rshlp 143 for 1978. Twentyfive
1978
commanders
throu~ho.ut
the
national
or_gamzat1on will receive free
tr1ps. to. the 1978 national conventwn m ~ew Orleans for their
mem?ershlp achievement. The
drawmg for this award will be
held durmg the spring meeting
of th.e national executive
c~mm1ttee this month. Letters
ot co.ngratulation for outstandmg membership have
been received from National
Commander
Smith
and
deoartment of Maine.

unorganized townships of the
state. It includes a sevenmember board that meets once
a month to implement LURC
statutes and to respond to public
concerns.
'']'here is plenty of opportunity for people to comment
and suggest how land in

rep~ace Robert H. Page wh~
resigned from the Commission
"We feel fortunate that Job~
Hede is willing to place his
name in nomination and serve
out the unexpired term of Mr.
Page on the Commission, •• said
the Governor adding, "Mr.
Hede has a keen interest in the
affairs of the environment and
can well represent the northern
portions of this state by serving
on the Commission."
The purpose of LURC is to
extend principles of sound
planning, zoning and subdivision
control
to
the
unorganized parts of the state
should be used,' said Hede.
"LURC is a nonpolitical
organization which is primarily
concerned with preserving the
environment and seeing that
land is not misused," he said.
Hede is a director of the
Madawaska
Lake
Environmental Association and is
a member of the Congress of
Lakes Association ··w have
been working with LURC, the
Department of Environmental
Protection and the Department
of Human Services over the
past two or three years,·· said
Hede.
"H started with a survey ®ne
by an engineering company to
see if it was feasible to put
sewers in around the · lake,"
Hede said. "We began taking
water
quality
control
measurement
Rnd
kept
records o t
amount of
dissolved oxygen and the c arity

"I'm looking forward to
serving on the Commission,"
said Hede, "I'll ~ the only
member from the northern part '
of
Maine
and
LURC's
jurisdiction is mostly over the
northwestern part of the state,
which is about the size of
Massachusetts, Connecticut
and Rhode Island," he said.
Hede"
nomination will
require confirmation by the
Joint Standing Committee o{

Natural Resources and by the
Senate. He anticipates beginning to work with the Commission in June. "This isn't a
full-time job, but it wjU require
a certain amount of time,"
Hede said, "but we have to do
what we can to serve wherever
we are able to. I see this as an
qpportunity to serve in a
~roader way to work for en1ironmental preservation."

1

~egion Auxiliary
.~mencan Legion Auxiliary

·

197M Graduation
Guest speaker at tockholm 's
eighth grade graduation
ceremomes held at the
American Legion Hall June 12
was the Rev. Paul Gleichman of
Caribou. Invocation was by the
Rev. Alan Nasman of the
Stockholm Baptist Church. The
program incuded a salutatory
address by Norma Rossignol,
class history by Elaine Plourde,
Craig Quist and Davy Plourde,
class prophecy by Brent
Johnson, Curtis Brisette and
James Plante, honor essay by
Ann Levesque, class will read
by John Rossignol and James
Pelletier. Class gifts were
presented by Kevin Forsman
and Douglas White. The
valedictory address was given
by Mary Hede. Diplomas were
awarded by
Union
122
Superintendent Gene Stearns
and Stockholm Principal
Shirley Sjostedt. The class
songs "You Light Up My Life"
and the motto: "The Key To
Success is To Ne er Give Up".
Benediction Rev. Ian Nasman.
Class Mar hall Craig Quist.

otf1cers were sworn in by past
commander Emile Pelletier
after. their meeting and a joint
meetmg of the Legion Post and
auxiliary. They were president
Mrs.. 1\larline QJ;,ifetth; vic~
pres1dent, Mrs. AI in Bernier·
second vice president, Mrs: '

I

Clarice Helstrom; sect:etary,
Mrs. Jeanette Peterson;
treasurer,
Mrs.
Cicile
Levesque; chaplaine, Mrs.
Elvie Johnson; ·ergeant-atarms, Miss Karen Pelletier
historians Mrs. Ernestin~
Pelletier and l\Irs. Ruth
Carlson. Mrs. Marline Griffetth, presided at the short
business meeting. It was
decided to have a rock-a -thon
and food sale on June 3. Ruth
Carlson won the door prize and
Mrs. Jeanette Peter on won the
kit!)'.
North Star Club
The North Star Club met at
the home of Mrs. Elvie Johnson
due to chimney trouble at th~
center. Members voted on a
slate of officers for the coming
year that was changed from
February to May. Mrs. Johnson
was reelected president, Mrs.
Selma
Gunnerson,
vice
president,
Mrs.
Queenie
Peterson, secretary and Mrs.
Helen Brown, treasurer.
Committees will be appointed at
a later date. Fancy work,
games and refreshments were
on the agenda. The next
meeting will be held at the
center next Wednesday ..
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Michael P. Coville

SUMMER LAKE RESIDENTS -- Two friendly
ducks are regular visitors at the public beach near
John Hede's at Madawaska Lake. Hede says he
feeds the ducks each day and if he forgets the ducks
walk up to the edge of the road to let him kno.w it's
time to eat. If this fails, they go up to his store

steps. Bread supply is plentiful as the bread mar
who delivers to Hede's store brings his old suppl~
for them. They belong to Bud Smith of Caribou aJ1(
strayed from his camp across the lake to the pub lit
beach.
I 7 ~ (Ketch photo

r

WEST POINT, N.Y. -Michael P. Coville, son of
Retired Air Force Technical
Sgt. and Mrs. Gerald K. Coville
of Stockholm, joined the "Long
Gray Line" of West Point
graduates on June 7.
H1s tudies included scien e,
engineering,
and
the
humanities in the ratio
prescribed by the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point, NY.
He received a bachelor of
science degree and was commissioned a regular Army
second lieutenant in the infantry.
A 1974 graduate of Caribou
High School, he received a
presidential appointment to th
Military Academy.
While at West Point the newly
commissioned officer was a
member of the Aeronautical
and Astronautical Clutf, the Ski
Club, the Rugby Footbau ·CJub,
the cadet public rela rons
council, poetry seminar and the
Mathematics Forum.

Historical Society

., only a camera!
..... w h e"',
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Swanson photo

The Stockholm Historical
Society met November 1 at the
North Star Club with Richard'
Hede pre:)iding. John Hede
reported on the museum
comm.ittee and the library
committee reported that the
museum was closed and important items safely stored for
the winter. No meeting will be
held until March 27. Margaret
Anderson reported that a
newsletter had been received
from the Maine State Museum.
Guest speakers were Eva
Crawford and Edna Cheney of
Washburn who told of the earlv
days in Stockholm. Refreshments were served.

'r 7 7
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Wardwell-York
STOCKHOLM -- Elaine E. Wardwell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs Alton Wardwell became the bride of Steven York, son of
Mr ..Henry York of So~th Portland ana M.rs. Robert Stringfellow
of Portland on July 22, at the First Baptist Church in Stockhol~.
The Rev. Alan Nasman officiated at the double rmg
ceremony. The bride was esc?rted by her grandfather, W~lter
Wardwell, and given in marnage by her _parents. Mrs: S1mon
Fosman was organist and Carol Hanley, s1ster of the bnde, was
soloist. ·
.
.
Lois Wardwell sister of the bnde, was matd of honor.
Bridesmaids wer~ Carol Hanley, Patricia Sherwood and Debra
Zeigler.
Kevin Conroy was best man. U.shers were Gregory W_ardwell,
brother of the bride, David Carmichael an~ ~ark Hawkms.
A reception followed in the church dmmg room. Carolyn

___....

-..·~

Zeigler, aunt of the bride, cut the cake which was served by the
bridesmaids.
Beverly Sodergren and Betty Johnson attended the gift table.
Susan Jepson was at the guest book.
The bride graduated from Caribou High School in 1976 and is
employed at the Canal Bank in Portland. The bridegroom
graduated from the Portland High School in 1972 and Southern
Maine Vocational Technical Institute in 1974. He is a mechanic
at Ro.we Ford Sales in Westbrook. After a wedding trip to
Flord1a, the Yorks will reside at 4 Oak St. S. Portland.

AUXILIARY OFFICEHS -- American Legion Auxiliary officers in
Stoc~holm_

are (f:om left, front row Marlene Griffeth, president; Alain
Bermer, vice president: Clarice Helstr01n. second vice president· (back row)
Jeanet~e Peterson, ec:etary: Cecile Levesque. treasurer; El~ie Johnson.
c~haplam: !<ar~n Pelletier. sergeant-at-arms: Ernestine Pelletier and Ruth
Carlson, h1stonans.
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T EY'RE
F! -- Wha better way to enjoy a
sunny fall day then to run two mile cross country
through the hills and dales of Stockholm.
Stockholm h st d the first meet for junior high

tudents last week in which Carbiou placed first.
Stockholm was second, followed by New Sweden.
(Bondeson photo)

hosts cross co ntry meet
STOC HOL I - Sto kholm points followed by Stockholm
with 21 and ew Sv;eden had 23.
chool ho ted Carib u
e
Eight- rader Gary Herbert of
weden and Woodland in the
fir t meet for all teams this Caribou won the2.1 mile race in
eason Caribou won with 3 13 minutes and 14 seconds. The

first girl across the finish line
was Becky Bouchard of Caribou
in 14 minut s and 59 second .
Jim Wark a fifth grader at
Woodland School, finished
eventh in 15: 21. The first New
Sweden runner was Raymond
Bernier in 15:22 and Tim Martin
led his Stockholm team in 17:15.
Officials were Shirley
jo tedt. meet director;
Margaret Wardwell starter;
Diane Perry, course director;
Sue Stedt, recorder; and Neal
Gcnz, timer.
The junior high cross-country
schedule will resume after the

harvest break.
Finishers are as follows:
Gary Herbert <C), 13:44; John
Raymond <CJ, 14:56; Becky
Bouchard <C>, 14:59; Keith
Steves <C>, 15:00· Kurt Cyr >.
15:12; Brain Pelletier (C),
15:18: Jim Wark (Wood), 15:21;
and Raymond B rnier <NS)
15:22.

Next to cross the finish line
was Lori Duprey (C), 16:55;
Tim Martin (S), 17:15; Donna
Sund (S), 17:32; Katie Dahlgren
(C), 18:55; Luke Dyer <Cl,
19:00; Kim Glynn <NS), 21:22;
and Dawn Jep on (NS). 21:45.
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Fogelin store se e mill town
of

Editor's note: One of a series articles 'tn·£:-parcd in conjunction
wi h the Stockholm Historical Society, this is one or two features
on the honorary members of the society, Ferd Dahlgren and
Annie Fogelin.
by Kathryn Swanson

Memories of Stockholm recalled by Annie Erickson Fogelin
reach back to the 1920's when she and her husband, George,
moved to the growing community from New Sweden.The
Stockholm she remembers was a town with wooden sidewalks a
hotel, a boarding house and a number of stor s, including h'er
own ice cream parlor and later variety store.
The lumber industry distinguished Stockholm from other
communities in the Swedish colony, according to Mrs. Fogelin.
"The lumber part of it never touched New Sweden at all,'' she
observed. While Stockholm originally was . ettled by Swedish
farmers, the mills attracted a number of French workers and
Stockholm acquired a distinct history. ·
The Fogelins operated a store in Stockholm when mills were
booming and the town's population exceeded 1,000. Stockholm
mills sawed lumber and made veneer, boxes, spools and
clothespins. The river filled w1th timber in the spring and local
young peop!e made a sport of trying to run across the logs
without falling in the water. Long log drives carrif'd hard and
softwood to Stockholm mills.
Mrs. Fogelin operated an ice cream parlor m her home dur·ing
the 1920's and began a dry goods business m the 1930's. When her
husband bought the building which now hom;es the Stockholm
museum, she moved the dry goods business into it and together
they managed a variety store which sold hardware, groceries,
feed, fertilizer, building supplies, fabrics and numerous
household items.
''We had just about everything,"she said. "I had things
hanging from the ceiling and everywhere.'' She said she became
interested in retailing while working as a clerk in Merrill's Store
in Stockholm. Twice a year "drummers ' would arri· P wo 1ld
bring trucks full of merchandise for the store owners to exam me
and buy. The arrival of the drummer was qUlte an event, according to Mrs. -Fogelin. By the time she and her husband
opened their business, however, merchandise order:::. were n1< de
through catalogs, not drummers. Business boomed in
Stockholm Wltil.the Great Depres ion which closed the mill· and
put many .residents out of work. During hard limes, Mrs.
Fogelin was in charge of distributing clothes and ood lo people
who could not afford to buy them. She remembers how difficult
it was to distribute supplies among people who needed more
than there was to allocate.
"They would sass me and make me believe they hadn't gotten
enough, but I kept' list of all that I received and who il went to."
She also organized neighborhood people to make clothes for the
needy.

''I'd set the work out and a group would come in and sew.''
They made ski clothes for children, since such apparel was not
included m the government provisions. The Fogelin store also
was a distribution ooint for food such as flour and oatmeal.
The Stockholm ·Historical Society named Mrs. Fogelin an
honorary member in 1977 in recognition of her contributions to
the community. In addition to her career as a merchant, she has
been active in the Red Cross and in the Trinity Lutheran Church.
She has long been active in the Lutheran Church Women's
group.

Annie E. Fogel_in

~
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MR. AND MRS. FRANKLIN R. Me ELW AIN
(Joan Aucoin)

McElwain-Aucoin
STOCKHOLM -- Joan Marie Aucoin and Franklin Roy
McElwain were married June 17 at St. Theresa's Catholic
Church in Stockholm. The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Urban Aucoin of Stockholm. The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph McElwain of Caribou.
.
The Rev. Maurice Morin officiated at the double rmg
ceremony. Altar arrangements of white gladiolus and yellow
chrysanthemums decorated the church. Roland Albert ~as
organist and Marjorie Pancsofar was soloist. accompanymg
herself on the guitar.
The bride, given in marriage by her father, wore a white\
sheerganza g~wn wit~ cap sleeves featuring Veni_ce lace at the
portrait necklme bodtce. The attached chapel tram and ruffled
hemline were also edged with lace. She wore a camelot open
lattice cap and fingertip veil and blusher trimmed with matching Venice lace. She carried a bouquet of white carnations,
yellow roses and baby's breath.
Mrs. Mae Gorneault of Stockholm was matron of honor. She
wore a blue floral sleeveless sheerganza gown with a ruffle on
the neckline and a sash around the waistline. She carried a long
stemmed white rose.
Bridesmaids included Mrs. Carole Clukey of Waterville, Miss
Joan Cyr of Southwest Harbor and Miss Jane Vanier of Caribou.
They wore yellow gowns in a style similar to that of the matron
of honor and carried long-stemmed yellow roses.
Jeffrey Gahagan of Waterville was best man. Ushers were
Paul Ouellette of Caribou, James Griffen of Hodgdon and Alton
Benson III of Gorham.
Mrs. Aucoin, mother of the bride, chose ·a mint green c~if
fonette gown featuring a shirred bodice, a pleated sunburst skirt
and a removable capelet with a high neckline. Her gown was
complemented with a corsage of orchidc;.
Mrs. McElwain, mother of the groom, wore a yellow gown
with a V-neckline, pleated skirt and shoulder cape and a corsage
of white roses.
Following the ceremony a reception was held at t~e Sacr_ed
Heart Parish Hall in north Caribou. After the receptlou an m·
formal gathering was held at the McElwain residence.
The bride graduated from Caribou High School in 1973 and

Historic societ rai ng
$18,000 for renovaho
STOCKHOL II - The Stockholm
Historical Society has ·set an $18,000
goal in 'ts current fUnd drive to paY.
lor, renovate and equi a building 1t
has recently acquired · Stockholm to
house its collections.
ichard Hede, president, says
bscription letters (about 500 of
them) are out to all former residents
of Stockholm, as well as to the current
1 6 members. Funds received thus far
total $3,925 he said, including $1,{)0
contributed by the Town o
Stockholm, another $1 000 voted by
the Aroostook County delegation to
the Maine Legislature, and in-town
contributions.
Persons wishing to contribute to
this fund, wliich Hede is hopeful Will ·
additionally provide for perpetual
maintenance of the museum, may
send contributions to the Stockholm
Historical Society, Box 1981
Stockholm 04783. Hede said donation
totaling $100 or more in memory of an
individual will qualify the donor for a
listing on a metal memorial plaque to
be mounted in the museum. Donations of any size will be listed in the
museum's memorial Jund.
Axel Tall is chairman of the
memorial fund committee. Other
members are Karen Sprague, Edwin
. Bossie. Lewis Campbell. Hede Elvie
Johnson Beverly Sodergren and
Frederick J. Andeson.
The museum, a former store
located on Main Street in Stockholm,
has undergone restoration this .. urnmer under the direction of Ernest
Gunnerson and George Nelson. co-

chairmen f the museum bui in and
grounds committee.
The building already hou es a ollection of intere to desce dant of
early Swedish and F n
etU s
and expanded its program tlli year
into two more rooms, the Fogelin
Reading Room, containing old ooks,
magazines, and town report , and
anoth.er room being utilized
a kitchen.
Jan ice Bossie has been em 1 yed as
summer curator of he museum with
federal and local undin~ .-and the
facility has been open daily through
the summer.
Some item f interest are a special
dis ay of W 'ld War II newsletters
which were nt to Stockholm and
New Sweden servicemen, as well as
Je ters from these servicemen·
displays of the mills formerly
associated with Stockholm, mcludmg
a clothespin mill; and tQOls and '
household items of the pst.
The museum's sponsor, the
Stockholm Historical Society, is an affiliate of the Swedish Council of
America, an umbrella organization
which serves a a clearing house for
cultural items of interest, helps the
society to obtain speakers and
musical groups, and provides a
quarterly newsletter for all members.
Other current officers of the
organization are Axel Tall and Lewi
Campbell, first and second vice
presidents; Margaret Anderson adn
Elna Sodergren, secretary and assistant secretary; Frederick Ander on,
treasurer; Merrita Anderson and
Elvie Johnson, directors.

/'17
Stockholm extension

The · Stockholm Women's
Extension group and the
Historical Society motored to
Keegan where they had a picnic
dinner and toured the Acadian
Village at a short meeting of the
Stockholm Historical Society,
Richard Hede, president,
reported on work don~ at the
museum where many improvements have been made.
Several committees reported on
their accomplishments and
plans for the future. The
meeting was held in the
Acadian Village recreation
building. The next meeting will
be held the last Monday of
September.

Wardwell sets record
at cross country meet
MACHIAS -- Led by the ex- UMM course record by 1 munite
Caribou High School star Greg and 13 seconds. Wardwell's
Wardwell, the University of time for the 4.9 mile course was
Maine at Presque Isle Owls 23.11.
cross country team got away to
The summary was: 1· Greg
a flying start at Machias Sept. Wardwell, UMPI; 2- Mitch
13 as they do\\:ned the Lovering, UMM; 3- Matt
University of Maine at Machias Lovering, UMM; 4· Kenney,
runners 23-37.
UMPI; 5- Harris, UMPI; 6Wardwell was very im- Prest, UMPI; 7- Howard,
pressive and had a big lead over UMPI; 8- Smythe, UMPI; 9second place Mitch Lovering of Munson, UMM; 10- Kilcollins,
UMM as Owl wimmer broke the
UMPI.
I
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from the University of Maine at Orono in 1977. She is employed
a a medical technologist at Cary Medical Center in Caribou.
The bridegroom, al o a 1973 graduate of Caribou High Scho?l
and a 1977 graduate from the University of Maine at Orono, IS
the vocational agriculture instructor at Mars Hill High School.
ftollowing a wedding trip acros;ss~t~he~U~ni~te~d~t~
at~es=·~t~h~
eco~u~p~le:__!__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
t::lhli hf\
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Stockholm resident recalls the early days
Editor's note: One of a series of articles prepare~ in conjunction with the Stockholm Historical Society, this is one of two
features on the honorary members of the Stockholm Historical
Society: Ferd Dahlgrt'n and Annie Fogelin.
by Janice Bossie and Kathryn Swanson

Students who attended Stockholm School have fond memories
of Ferd Dahlgren who served as school janitor many years. Now
91 years old, Ferd is Stockholm's oldest citizen and is an
honorary member of the Stockholm Historical Society.
'·I used to use between 70 and 80 cords of wood between the two
schools each winter," Ferd recalled. "It used to be so cold in
that school that when the kids would take a drink of water at the
fountain, the water that spilled on the floor would turn to ice."
"The kids would go to the farthest corner of the room and then
take a running start and slide across the ice. The tile on the floor
was so badly built that you could hear the wind coming through
the floor boards. If you held your hand up you could feed the
wind coming right up through the floor boards."
.
Ferd became school custodian when he was 44 and he retired
after 22 years "The janitor before me got fired because he
couldn't keep the place warm, but I could," Ferd said.
.
' Born in Perham, March 16, 1887, Ferd is the son of two native
Swedes who met in Gloucester before she met his father who
worked with Ferd's grandfather as a fisherman out of
Gloucester.
The senior Dahlgrens were invited to Aroostook County by a
man who wrote that if they got a ticket to Houlton he would meet
them there with horses and take them to New Sweden. When
Ferd's parents arrived in Houlton, the man was not there and
oxen were the only beasts to be seen. A fellow on his way to
Boston turned around and walked with the family all the way to
New Sweden, according to Ferd. The youngest child in the
familv was so small they carried him on their backs all the way
toNe~ Sweden.
·
As a child, Ferd was responsible for chores at home which
often kept him out of school. When he returned to school after an

JAN ICE BOSSIE -- who interyiewed Ferd
Dahlgren for this article, displays . a. wooden
showshoe which is part of the exhibit at the
Stockholm museum. She served as a summer
hostess at the museum and currently attends the
University of Maine at Presque Isle. (Vance photo)

absence; he was so far behind he finally decided, as a third
grader, It was useless to continue.
His brother taught his how to be a carpenter and he developed
skill at finishing the insides of houses. "I worked for a fellow
here from Quincy, Mass.," Ferd recalled. "The boss asked if
any of us could build a stairway, because that was an extra job;
usually they only built and worked on the outside of the house.
Everyone turned it down so he asked me and I did the job.
''When the rest of the men found out I had done the whole
inside of the house, they said 'I could have done this' and 'I could
have done that' ." After that, the boss gave Ferd all the inside
jobs as soon as a house was ready for inside work.
"When it was raining, of course, all the boys outside would be
complaining while I had it nice and dry inside."
Ferd recalled that when the Stockholm mills were operating,
all the houses on the street called "Red Row" were painted red.
"When we Swedes used to come downtown the little Frenchmen
used to chase us away, 'cause the Swede; were supposed to be
with the Swedes and the French were supposed to be with the
French. It wasn't known to be right in those days for the French
and the Swedes to hang around together.
"We used to have to cross the river on planks because the
water was so low and there was no bridge. We built the dam
below the bridge so the lumber would be easier to gather. The
lumber would flow easily down tne river with the dam in
because the water was higher.
"A wooden bridge was built, but it washed away by the flood of
1923. Then they built the concrete bridge which we still use
today."
Ferd has lived in Stockholm since 1921 when he moved into the
old Lewis Anderson house. He married Freda Peterson in
February 1922. Her home was on the South Main Hill and later
became the home of the Robert Kirschmann family . She worked
as a nanny for the children of well-to-do people and was an excellent seamstress. She died in 1956 at the age of 64 after a long
illness. In 1963 Ferd .married Viola Larson Holmquist and they
live on School Street m Stockholm.

...,.
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The Stockholm Museum
Editor's note: This is one of a series of articles prepared in
·.
conjunction with the Stockholm Historical Society.
by Richard Hede

·

One of the first frame buildings near the river. in what is now
downtown Stock.holm, was built as a general store by Lewis and
John A:n~erson m 1901. After a long and distinguished history,
the buildmg r s been purchase by the Stockholm Historical
Society as the permanent home of the Stockholm Museum on the
corner of Main and Lake streets.
When the Anderson Brothers first came to Stockholm in 1900
most of the 200 residents were farmers on the hills overlooking
the Madawaska River, and the railroad had just been pushed
through t~wn to Van Buren. In that year also. the first long
lumber m~ll had been opened just downstream from where the
Andersons decided to open their little 20' x 20' store. At first the
two brothers lived in the little quarters over the store, which sat
among the stumps on the newly cleared land.
But the mills were expanding rapidly, and one of the brothers,
John, decided to move over to the north side of the river and
across the railroad tracks to set up his oy n store there. Lewi
kept on with his store, expanding it over the years and
specializing in hardware, farm goods and building materials
and supplies. Additions were built on the right side and the back
of the store, dormers were added, a concrete foundation was put
underneath, a large barn and a smaller garage were added on
the back, and plate glass bay windows were added in a front end
renovation. Structurally, this is the building which in now being
developed as the Museum. Lewis Anderson's health moved him
to California in the mid-1920's, an~ he rented the store to Mr.
Baxter.
About the time the new concrete bridge was built to replace
the wooden bridge washed out by the flood of 1923, Alice Nelson
and Lillie Erickson opened an ice cream parlor in a little
building next door to what is now the museum. In a couple of
years, Annie and George Fogelin took over this enterprise at
about the time Baxter and son took over Lewis Anderson's store.
Then in the late 1930's Baxters sold out much of thetr inventory, and the George Fogelin family bought the store,
transferring their dry goods operation from the little house next
door and adding groceries, hardware, fertilizers and even toys.
They built a beautiful new house between the store and the river

in the late 1940's, and continued to run the business in the store
at the corner until the late 1960's. Then M~. Perro~e used the
former store as an auction house for a w.htle and, I?-~~. the
newly organized Senior Citizens ~egan usm~ the faclltties as a
meeting place with Annie Fogelm as prestdent of the group.
Annie and others began placing articles of interest around the
rooms th y were using so, when the ne"_'v' historical society
leased the facilities for use as a museum m early 1976, many
items were already in place.
Nevertheless, a great deal of work by many willing volunteers
in the spring of 1976 went into readying the m~seum for ?peni~g.
The official opening was on July 10, 1976 m connection with
Stockholm's Bicentennial Celebration. There were 151 visitors
the first day and 88 on the second day, July 11. During July and
August there were 356 registered gu~ts. Since t.hen, attendan~e
has varied from nine to nearly 60 durmg a spectal art show thts
summer of 1978.
The Museum so far has collected and has on display over 200
interesting old photographs of people and places anu over 160
other donated items of interest, plus many on loan. There are
farm tools and implements, buggies and sleighs. kitchen
utensils. clocks, mousetraps. scrapbooks, town reports, and a
multitude of other item representative of bygone days. There is
also a reading room, with some more current materials, and
other rooms which are slated to be set up as in days of old.
The museum solicits items of all types wliich are screened by
the museum collections and display committee before final
acceptance. At present the chairman is Ethel Soderstrom and
the vice-chairman is Queenie Peterson. Items being donated
may be left at th~ museum in care of Janice Bossie, who is
curator for the summer under a university work-study program.
After leasing for two years, the museum building was purchased this spring and a renovation program was initiated. This
is supported by the Museum Memorial Fund which currently
?as a fund drive underway. New supporting walls have been put
m the basement, the windows are being replaced and repaired,
plumbing and electrical systems are being improved, and the
facilities in general are being cleaned and repaired. It is
planned and expected that the museum will be fully ready
before the 1981 Stockholm Centennial. wh1ch serves as a goal
and stimulus.
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Baseball
field
drainage
donesToCKHOLM
The
Stockholm baseball field
drainage project received its
final inspection last week by
Von Day of St. John Aroostook
Resource Conservation and
Development Project. <RCD)
Kendon Curtis of the Soil
Conservation Service in
Presque Isle was the inspector
for the project.
The Stocknolm Conservation
Committee worked with the
RCD and the Agriculture
Stablization and Conservation
Service <A CS) on the project.
Town and federal funds
provided 2750 feet of underground water drainage
pipes and 600 feet of surface
water interception ditches
around the ballpark. StocKnolm
CETA workers assisted on the
project construction.
·'Smoothing, seeding and
grading the playing field a
parking area is all that remains
to be done to prepare the field
for the basebal. playing season
in the spring,'' Curtis said.

(
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Editor's note: This is one of a series of articles prepared in
conj nction with the Stockholm Historical Society.

The Stockholm Historical Society
French-Swedish pot luck supper which may become an annual
event.

by Richard Hede

Joint meetings have been held with the New Sweden
m folks in Stockholm had talked for years about the need
for a local historical society, but it took America's Bicentennial
to stimulate some real action. In March 1975 plans were made to
form a Conservation and Bicentennial Committee.
On Apri112, l!n5 a committee of five was sworn in by the town
·Jerk A public meeting was held on May 12 to present plans to
form a Historical Society and Museum as one of the major
projects of this committee. Elvie Johnson, Russell Peterson.
Lewis Campbell, Margaret Anderson. and Frederick Anderson
ere elected president, first vice-president, second vicepresident, secretary and treasurer respectively; with Alton
Wa rdweH, Edwin Bossie, Richard Hede, and Merrita Anderson
as directors. The Stockholm Historical Society was organized
and grew as steadily, until today there are I4life members $50,
.. 1 contributing members $5, 99 active members $2, 10 student
members $1, and 2 honorary members <Annie Fogelin and Ferd
Dahlgren).

IY7

Historical ~~~ety, and a visit planned to the Village Acadien.
These activities reflect the multicultural background of
Stockholm, particularly the Swedish and French influences on
the local American milieu.

Stockholm Museum

One of the principal activities of the society has been the
evelopment and operation of the Stockholm Museum, located
at the comer of Main and Lake streets. The society was also
actjve, with the Bicentennial Committee, in Stockholm's
1 eel brat ion of its 95th Anniversary and the Bicentennial on July
-ll. 1976.

Preliminary planning has begun for Stockholm's Centennial
Celebration m 19tH. Special emphasis is being placed on the
co11ecting and copying of old photographs of the area, partly in
cooperation wit the University of Maine. Oral histories are
being developed, particularly through the young people of the
' area who publish the Silver Birches booklets. A program has
been initiated to help the local school prepare their own family
histories, as well as histories of the houses in which they live.
Several Historical Society Newsletters are printed each year
and sent to members from New Brunswick to Florida, to
California and Deadhorse Alaska. The society has sponsored a

Stockholm as a mill town in the early 1900's

--~----------------------------~-------------------------------------~--~-------------

Stockholm's own history
· A few have questioned why Stockholm shou~d .have its o~n

historical society and museum since the town ts mcluded With
New Sweden, Westmanland, and surroundings in the area which
makes up "The Swedish Colony", represented by the New
Sweden Historical Society and Museum. The answer of c?urse
lies in the history of Stockholm, whicn began as an extens~on of
the Colony of New Sweden into what was then Townsh1p 15Range 3 in 1881.
The first settlers were Swedes recently arrived from the old
country settled right next to the town line, and Johannes and
Anna Brita Anderson further down. Other early settlers were
Frederick Petersons, Paul Sodergrens, A. Fred Andersons,
Fred Berquists, Johan Linds, Alfred Talis, John Tails, Hedeens,
Lars Erick A dersons, Nels Edlunds, Wels Wiks, and J?hn J.
Sodergrens. During the second decade others began setthng on
the north side of the Madawaska River, in an area known at that
time as Upsala. So far it was pretty much Swedish, except for
the landowners< Don worth, Parker, and Burleigh).
Mill business booms

Then the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad came through in
1989-99. A dam and long-lumber mill were built in 1900, follow~d
by veneer mills· and spool mills and the ~oom was on. This
brought in a lot of French workers for the mtlls. It also brought
in a mixture of Anglo and other types as managers,
storekeepers, and even bootleggers.
Boarding houses, hotels, restaurants, movie theaters, stores
of all kinds, barbershops, pool halls, and all the other concomitants of boom towns including three churches and several
sects, came in. The popul'ation zoomed from about 200 in 1900 to
about 1300 in 1925, and then it began to decline as the mills
moved out.
But a rich heritage remained, one that was not fully
represented by the Swedish Colony centered at the ca~itol ~nd
museum in New Sweden. Hence, the Stockholm Htstoncal
Society was born and grows daily with more members, and
more contributions to its' Museum Memorial Fund. As it looks
toward the big celebration of the Stockholm Centennial in 1981,
the society invites everyone who ever had anything to do with
Stockholm to participate.

STOCKHOLM SUNDAY SCHOOL -- About 1926 the Sunday School class at
the Lutheran Church in Stockholm gathered for a photo with their teachers.
The two young girl in the front are Ethel Sandstrom Soderstrom and Edith
Sandstrom Johnson. Behind them are Cleft) William Beckstrom,, Ralph
Amundson, Roscoe Anderson, Verner Sjostedt, Frederick Anderson and
Ludwig Beckstrom (superintendent). The next row of boys includes George
Anderson, Oliver Gunnerson, Clarence Anderson, Eric Sandstrom and John
Ludgren (pastor and teacher). The middle row of girls includes Fannie
Sandgren, Viola Larson Dahlgren, Annie Sandgren PeJerson, Eleanor Sjostedt
Vendt, Astrid Anderson Sandstrom, Ruth Larson, Georgia Gunnerson Dixon
and Olga Larson Sanllstrom. At the top are 'Elsie Sandstrom Anderson
(teacher)t Ellen Swanson, Arlene Larabee, Agnes Beckstrom Tjernstrom
(teacher) Lundgren's granddaughter, Pauline Larabee, Annie Lindsten
(teacher), Gertrude Beckstrom Larson and Helen Gunnerson Brown
(teacher). (Photo courtesy of Annie C. Linsten)
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Miss USA Stockholm remembers Sweden
Editor's note: 'fhi is one of a series of articl s prepared in
conjunction with the Stockholm Historical ocirty.

1978

by Elsie ... jostedt Haley
Twenty-five years may have dimmed a few memories of my
June 1953 trip to Sweden as "Miss-USA-Stockholm,'' but the
experience remains vivid and, at the same time, unbelievable.
This fairy tale summer started with my entering a contest run
by the Swedish newspaper Aftontidningen as part of the 700th
anniversary celebration of Stockholm, Sweden. Mr . Agnes
Baxter, Stockholm Maine town manager. sponsored by candidacy. I was one of 12 entrants representing towns named
Stockholm throughout the United States.
I remember so well my surprise and the delight of my father
when a cable arrived naming me the contest winner. I was a
graduate student at Purdue University in Lafayette, Ind., at the
time. A city policeman knocked at the door and told me I had
been selected "Miss USA- tockholm. ''
From the hectic day of preparation through the long SAS trip
(about 21 hoursl to my first days in Stockholm. I wondered at
times when the dream would end. Beautiful, sophisticated
Stockholm, with its world-reno ned ctty hall, palace and
parliament buildings--was real enough. as were Drottningholm
Palace and the University of Uppsala.
June 6 was flag day. At 4 p.m .. various group and th military
marched into the stadium. Jus 1 Bjorling ang and King G av
VI presented flags to about 30 per. ons representing different
organizations. When he handed me the Swedish flag. the first to
be given to an indi idual from another country. he a ked that I.
bring greetings to tockholm. Maine, USA. everal weeks later,
I gave his message and the flag to Mrs. Baxter and the town of
Stockholm in a ceremony at the American Legion Hall.
In between, there were memorable meetings with Prime
Minister Erlander, who also a ked me to com'ey his greetings to
the people of Stockholm, Maine: the noted sculptor Carl Milles
and Lord Mayor Carl Albert And r~on. The opportunity to visit
the provinces of Varmland, Jemtland Cmy mother' home> and
Vasterbotten provided a bri f look at the trem ndou ly stnking
countryside. In Vasterbotten at the Hornefor ''folkpark. · I
' participated in a joyous mid. ummer festival. after meeting
aunts, uncles and cou in who. until then, had been only names
and images on photographs. My limited knowledge of their
language really wasn't a significant barrier.

In all of its dimensions. including visits to Helsinki. Finland. to
the '·rose and ruins" of Visby and to Tivoli In Copenhag n,
Denmark, th 1953 Scandanivian trip was totally ennching. Th
voyage home aboard the MIS Stockholm v.as a fitting climax
Editor's note: Elsie Sjostedt Haley now 1I •es in W t
Boylston, Mass., and teaches in the rehibilitation departm nt of
Assumption College in Worcester, Mass.
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emtlander praises Lebanon
Editor's note: This is one of a series of articles prepared in
conjunction with the Stockholm Historical Society.
by Helen Borjeson and Kathryn Swanson

Annie Christine Lind.Sten has ties to each of the three communities in northern Maine's Swedi~h colony. She .and her
brother, George, reside on the family homestead m Westmanland. She attended school in New Sweden and has been
active in church and civic groups in Stockholm.

Annie Christine Lindsten

R~ad

Born in Hjerpen, Jemtland, Sweden, in 1892,. she i~ Westmanland's oldest citizen. She sailed to Amenca With her ·
mother, Kerstin in 1894 after her father, Karl had been here a
year and had acquired the Westmanland farm from Alfred
Anderson. "Poor mother vas sick the whole way over," Annie
said.
Their boat landed in New York City and they rode the train to
Caribou where her father and Anderson met them. After a
week's stay with the Anderson:;, the famil~ ~oved int? a log
cabin on their farm which Lindsten had bmlt m 1894. Ltttle by
little, they cleared the land of its virgin timber and created a
farm.
Lindsten was not a farmer when he came over from Sweden.
He worked in a pulp mill among the sulfur tanks and the effect of
the fumes was one of the reasons he chose to move to America.
He also was a stone cutter who worked on house foundations in
the area. The Lindstens knew other Jemtland people who had
come to Maine, including the Hedman family. Sven Norberg
was in the same group that Lindsten sailed over with in 1893.
The Lindsten family farm is located on the road natives still
call the Lebanon Road which forms the boundary between
Westmanland and New Sweden. "They say the first settlers-Frederick Anderson, Alfred Anderson, J. Victor Johnson and
others-found a lot of cedars here and it reminded them of Bible
references to the 'cedars of Lebanon' ,so they always called this
the Lebanon Road," Annie related.
She has only fond recollections of her Lebanon Road neighbors. "They were like one family, I would say. They were
always ready to help each other with anything or any problem.
They were the best neighbors, wonderful people and talented in
so many ways." Early residents she recalls included the Nils
Nelsons. the John Petersons, the Victor Johnsons, the Frederick
Andersons, the Alfred Andersons, the Oscar Hansons, the John
Stensons and the Karl Adamsons.
Annie learned her "three R's'' in the log schoolhouse at the top
of the Lebanon Road hill. She also learned to sew, knit, crochet
and to weave rag rugs on the loom, under the instruction of her
mother. Often she would help mothers of newborn babies with
household chores and sewing. Before Easter and Chri tmas, she
would spend a week or more at various homes sewing clothes for
the youngsters.
·
An avid walker, she would walk to Madawaska Lake, where
she worked all day at the Lawsons camps, and walk home again
at night. She also wa,Iked to the Lutheran Church in Stockholm, a
trip which took about an hour.
Before the Stockholm Lutheran Church was established, the
Lindstens attended church in New Sweden. She remembers that
she and her mother drove one carriage and her father and

neighbors

George drove another. When Lindsten purchased a two-seater
with the fringe on top, the whole family could ride together.
Annie was confirmed in 1906 by the Rev. Axel Bjorkman at
Gustaf Adolph Lutheran Church in New Sweden. Along with
Helen Lind and Christine Randolph, she rode the train from
Stockholm to New Sweden station, walked from there to the
church where all three were duly confirmed, After church they
walked back to the station to catch the noon train to Stockholm,
and walked home from the Stockholm station--about a four-mile
trek.
When the Oscar Frederick Lutheran Church formed in
Stockholm, the Lindstens attended there and Annie served as
organist, Sunday school teacher and superintendent. She taught
her lessons in Swedish. As organist, she accompanied ladies who
sang duets playing the foot pump organ, which now is used in the
Lutheran Church in Cordova, Alaska. She took her first organ
lesson from Mrs. Philip Anderson. Mrs. Jacob Hedman also
gave music lessons to both Annie and George.
For many years Annie was president of the church women's
group, Tabita Society, and the Luther League. She recalls how
society members would gather to make cheese for the children's
home in Avon Mass., and for the minister. They brought gallons
of milk to Mrs. Anders Gunnerson's home where she had a wash
tub ready to be filled. The milk was heated to a certain temperature, the rennet was added to CUI'd the milk and then all the
ladies would press the curds into cheese molds. They cooked the
liquid whey into peanut butter-colored "mes ost" or whey
cheese.
·
Annie recalls collecting milk from various homes up and down
the hill and delivering it to the cheese making party. She drove a
gray mare and carried the milk containers in a carriage. O~e
day, the mare tired of returning empty containers to their
owners and took off at full speed hear Axel Siding. Annie hung
onto the carriage as it tipped around the corner on two wheels.
She successfully righted the vehicle and arrived home safely.
The 1931 Jubilee Program from the 25th anniversary of Oscar
Frederick Church describes Annie as ''an eager worker since
she was a child," whose name was first found in the church
books in 1910 when she was organist. Annie praises the contributions of many others in the church, particularly Annie E .
. Fogelin, who served many years as church treasurer. "She used
to plant flowers in front of the church every year,'' Annie
recalls.
She also remembers Edith Carlson, a long time church
secretary who wrote her records in Swedish.
She describes her church friends and neighbors, much as the ,
Jubilee Program recogniz~s her "for her untiring efforts in
taking care of her many duties and responsibilities."

•

FROM SWE.DEN -Over 80 years ago, Kerstin
Lindsten packed her belongings into a wooden
trunk and boarded a ship for America with her 2year-old daughter, Annie. The lid to the trunk,
inscribed with the Lindsten's new address,
"Jempland, Maine, Karibou, U. S. Amerika," is
now a treasure for Annie, 86. (Swanson photo)

STUDENTS OF 1916 -- Members of the Class of
1916 at Stockholm School were Helen Gunnerson,

Marguerite Mahoney (teacher), Selma Carlstrom,
Bert Ketchum, Eddie Palm, Ernest Gunnerson,

Bennie Beckstrom, Hampy Michaud, Clarice Ellis
and Vaughn Gessner. <Photo courtesy of the
Stockholm Historical Society)

WEDNESDAY, JULY 14, 1976

COME ON'NOW LITTLE PONY- Andrew Sjostedt, right, apparently had to
coax this little pony named Dolly to join the cavalcade of marchers Saturday
in Stockholm's Bicentennial Parade. ·The Shetland pony was driven by Edmund Levesque, while Lou Ann Ouellette accompa~ed hitn for the ri~e. ·
·

•
CLASS OF 1912 --Stockholm School graduates in
1912 were (from left) Gilbert Wessell, Alma
Paradis, Elmer Gunnerson, Ralph Merrill, Marion

Peterson and Haven. Goodi~~- (Photo cour~es~ of
the tockholm His ton cal Society)
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Letter.s to the editor

Ftf1cr

Thanks, firefighters
To the editor:
On Friday, May 26 at 5 p.m., our barn, which lies fifteen feet
behind our trailer. caught fire. I was harrowing the garden
when I noticed the flames rising from the stable. I immediately
dllled the Stockholm Volunteer Fire Department and within 12
minutes they were on the scene.
Our family is indebted to them for saving our home. It surely
would have burned had we had to call an out-of-town fire
department. The Stockholm Fire Department is made up of
volunteer members under the direction of Delmar Brissette. ln
addition to members of the department, over one hundred
friends and neighbors came to help remove furniture, bring food
and help fight the fire.
We wish to thank all those who helped us and especially the
Stockholm Volunteer Fire Department. May God bless you.
The John Sodergren family
Stockholm

Stockholm ~eople oc.r.
create memorials
STOCKHOLM
The
Stockholm Historical Society is
conducting a local fund drive to
raise money for purcha e,
restoration and perp tual
maintenance of the museum
building.
Early last winter, the society
had the chance to purchase the
historic Fogelin store building
which it had been lea ing as a
museum for nearly two years.
The town voted to gra 1t th
society $1,000 toward purcha e
of the building and the county
also granted $1,000 toward the
purchase.
Over 400 friends and former
residents of the town were sent
questionnaires and contr I uhon
requestS and m t responses
favored e tablishmg the
museum
permanently
Respondents also expressed
mtere t in tht; 981 St holm
Centenmal celebration
Local resid nt 1 ce vcd
newsletters and envelo~ for
making contributions and tilP
tockholm Mu eum .Memoriai
Fund committ e members
agreed to distribute additional
en eiopes upor request

All donations to the museum
memorial fund will be listed in a
memorial book to be kept on
display in the museum. In·
dividuals or families for whom
$100 or more are given in
memorial donations will b
listed on a plaque to be
dedicat d at the museum
during the 1981 centennial
c lebration.
Museum memorial fund
comm1tte members are Axel
Tall
chairman: Karen
Sprague, vice chairman·
Fred rick Anderson, treasurer;
Edwin Bo ie. Lewi ampbell,
1 ichard Hede, Elvie John on
and Beverly Sodergren.
Donations to the memorial fund
may be 1ven to any committee
member or mail d to
Stockholm Historical ociety,
Box 198 Stockholm, Main
04783.

1

STOCKH<?LM SELECTMEN __ Newly elected
selectmen S1mon ~·Forsman, Melford G. Sjostedt
and Gordon Jt D1xon, discuss the future of their

tovm at the close ?f the Stockholm annual meetin ,
March 15. (Hopkms photo) ~ -. 1
r/U/lf711 • l.t 19 7 f{g
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HONORED GUESTS -- Gordon and Beatrice
Dixon celebrated their 40th anniversary at a
surprise party planned by their children April 8 at
the American Legion Hall in Stockholm. Emma
\\edberg, 89, l\1rs. Dixon's mother, was an honored
guest at the party attended by over 100 relatives
·
and friends :

Dixons Wed 40 years
STOCKHOLM -- A special
event took place at the
American Legion Hall April 8 ,
when Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Dixon, were honored on their
40th wedding anniversary .
Members if their family, Mr.
and Mrs. Dana Dixon, Mr. and
Mrs. Rosa1re Lagasse and Mrs.
Warrena Bartley arranged a
surprise party. The guest table
was beautifully decorated with
an anniversary cake, a gift
from his brother Milton Dixon.
They were showered with
gifts and money. Miss Melanie
Bartley, a granddaughter,
circulated the guest book; Dana
Dixon was in charge of the
program with remarks on some
of his boyhood days in
Stockholm. He called on Mrs.
Merrita Anderson, who had just
returned from a tour in Egypt,
and told something of her trip.
She also read an original poetn

about the courtship and
marriage of the honored couple .
The Rev. Paul Gleichman also
spoke and congratulated the
couple .
Out of state relatives at- ·
tending were their daughter
Mrs . Warrena Bartley and
daughter Melanie of Waterbury. Conn ., Mr . and Mrs. Dana
Dixon, also of Waterbury, his
sister and husband Mr. and
Mrs . Willis Johnston, of Rockville, Conn., Mr . and Mrs. Teess
Schmidt of New Denmark,
Canada. The 178 relatives and
friends attending included her
mother, Mrs. Emma Wedberg,
of Caribou Nursing Home and
her cousin Hjalmer Carlson of
Colby Siding. Congratulations
were received from their two
sons Wayne and Lewellyn in
California.
Organ music was provided by
Fernald Anderson .

Stockholm
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New truck, no ptck-up
mericans joined
nd Franco- A
d
STOCKHOLM -- Swedes a
l town meeting and vote
together last Wednesday at their an~ua roads agencies and a
to raise and appropriate $23,108 or
·
recreat1onal director.
d Melford Sjostedt were
G')rdon Dixon Simon Forsman anssors and overseers of the
\ected as the town's selectman. asse
~or for the ensuing year.
clerk for the ensuing year
Diane Anderson was elected towl~ be the school committee
d Ben Anderson was chosen
·
an
memher for a three-year term . l government sums of money
1t was voted to take from genera
\o ment taxes.
needed for soc1a\ security and u~~~~
the operation and
A sum of $2,000 was appropna e

lor

mai~tenance of the town garage. The town voted to raise $2,000

eS learri1 about Indians
NEW
SWEDENSTOCKHOLM -- The New
sweden Historical Society and
the Stockholm Historical
Society met jointly at the Indian
Resource Room in the
vocational building of Caribou
High School March 13.
Gary Ennis, a Maliseet Indian
and chairman of the' Indian
Education Committee of
Aroostook County spoke on
Indian life on and off reservations, preservation of Indian
arts and crafts, history and
language of the Maliseet and
Micmac Indians of Aroostook
Co. and encouraging education
of young people. Indian art and
crafts were on display. •
After Ennis's presentation,
the NeW Sweden Historical
cietY held its business
0
meeting with president, Alwin
Espling presiding. Revisions of
the constitution and by-laws
were accepted as submitted.
Mrs. Elvira Engstrom was
elected honorary secretary
emeritus in recognition of her
many years of faithful service
to the ·ew Sweden Historial
Society.
A testimonial luncheon will be

held at noon on April 8 - time
and place to be announced-to
?onor Mrs. Engstrom. Anyone
mterested in attending the
luncheon please contact one of
the followmg persons, Helen
Espling, Elvin Erickson Helen
Borjeson, Alwin E~pling.
Madge Nelson, Alice Anderson
or Everett Larsson.
A memorial gift of a flag pole
and trappings was given by the
Holmquist family to be erected
on the museum grounds in
memory of Waldo Holmquist.
Open house will be held at the
museum on July 23, from 2 to 5
p.m. in honor of Founders Day.
A program will be held at
Thomas Park at 5 p.m. sponsored. by the Inter-church
council and New Sweden and
Stockholm Historical Societies.
A portrait of W. W. Thomas,
founder of the colony of New
Sweden, has been donated bv
He1 ry C. Thomas of Swede~.
Europe to be placed in the
Museum.
Tours of the museum will be
available for children from
grades 4 and up. Please contact
any member of the executive
committee for arrangements.
Meetings of the Society will be
held the second Mondays of
March, May, August (annual
meeting l and November.
Officers of the New Sweden
Historical Society are Alwin
Espling, president; Louis
Larsson, first vice president:

for 1ts town equipment 'reserve fund and to take $2,000 from
surplus.
Fed~ral revenue sharing funds were voted to be used in the
followmg ways: street lighting, $950; fire department, $5,000;
town dump, $500; Memorial Day service, $150; senior citizen
center. $300; recreation, $300; and for the Nordic Lake
Snowmobile Club, $200.
Anti-recession money in the amount of $2,097 will be used to
fund town-paid wages with $1,000 specifically designated for
wages relating to maintenance of winter roads.
Merrita Anderson conducted the meeting during which the
majority of discussion centered on the purchase of a fire truck
the recreation program, civil defense appropriations and
garbage collection.
Delmar Brissette, town fire chief, explained that the town
missed an opportunity to purchase a 1,200-gallon fire truck last
year because no funds had been previously appropriated. He
described the truck desired and the person who has access to
good used trucks which might be of interest to the town. The
town authorized the fire department to expend all or any part as
needed of reserve funds for the purchase of a fire truck.
The recreation program received $300 which includes funds
for maintenance of school grounds and ball fields. A director of
recreation will organize summer activities and $350 will be
appropriated for that position.
Discussion regarc1ng the amount that should be appropriated
for civil defense brought comments from the audience that the
cardiopulmonary resuscitation program is an important one to
which many people volunteer their efforts. It was voted that $400
would be raised for civil defense and that $200 of the sum be
designated for CPR.
Lively discussion focused on whether or not the town should
raise and appropriate $1,500 for garbage collection. Members of
the audience commented that other towr1s as small as
Stockholm do not provide such a service and townspeople 1
criticized the collection this year. Other residents complained of
not having transportation to the dump and being stranded
frequently with piles of garbage and no way to get rid of them.
Richard Hede said, "It seems that there must be enough good
samaritans in the town who would stop on their way to the Clump
to pick'up the garbage of those people who have no other means
to get there themselves." The town voted not to raise funds for
garbage collection.
Two articles relating to real estate were voted upon. One
authorized the board of selectman to purchase a parcel of land
from Frederick Anderson for one dollar to use for a road to the
ball park. The other authorized the treasurer to sell and dispose
of any real estate acquired by the town for nonpayment of taxes,
on such terms as they deem advisable, after the available
property has been publicly posted.
Several articles were tabled to be considered at a town
meeting in April. Those items include appropriations for
education, the Stockholm centennial celebration, changing the
ON THEIR
-- Members of ·the
dates of the town fiscal year, and the dates of term of office for Stockholm ~mencan Legion Junior A:uxiliar
town officers. The date of the next annual town meeting will be rocked for s1x hours recently to raise mone tyo
....
im_e...,a..l-so_.- - - - - - - - - - - s u p p o r t 1ocal youth activities. CL4:1NJ 17

H.lchard Hede, second. vic
president; H~len Bor)es~n,
secretary; Elam~ Jeps~n, \'lCe
secretary; Elvm Enck on,
treasurer and Everett Larsson
and Edmund
Ander on,
auditors. ·
Trustees are Paul Carl on,
Hichard Hede, Arnold Forsman
and Elvira .Engstrom is
secretarY ementus.
committees: building and
grounds:
liaison.
Elvin
Erickson. Carl V. Anderson,
chairman, Fritzjof Jacobson
and Floyd Jepson; calendar:
Eloise Anderson, Janet Enckson
and Shirley Erickson,; membership: liaison, "Arnold Forsman, chairman Arnold. Forsman, Katrina Anderson.
Program: liaison, Richard
Hede, chairman Karna Carl on
and Kath swanson· publicity
and social liaison, Elaine
Jepson. Chairman Madge
Nelson. Carolyn Johnson and
Margaret Nelson. Historical
Preservation and special
Projects, liaison. Helen Borjerson. .Marking . Trails and
roads, Chairmen, Hartley &
Thelma N lson, Delmer &
Manon Browne, Burton & Helen
Bevendge, Walter Anderson·
Slide Committee, Chairmen'
Elaine & Floyd Jepson, Elvin&.
Alice Erickson, Lorraine
Jepson, Ernest & Helen Borjer ·on;
Oral
Histories:
Chairman, Helen Espling,

•••••••••••Ill berg,
hJrley Davis, Ka en
Karna Carlson,

R~>CKERS

decl·~~d-ed_a_t_th_a_t_t

-------

l~/0"'

--------------,---·

,

G

Soacr:Kathy
wanson; Preserving old
buildings: Chairman Edwina
Anderson, David Ander on,
Spooner,
Wendell
Trina
Spooner. and Gusty and Peter
Bondeson;
New Society members as of
Dec. 17, 1977 are: Mr. and Mrs.
C. Hjalmar Carlson, Burton
Beveridge, Verner Peterson,
Mr. and Mrs. Smith Mcintire,
Mrs. Harold Harris, Mr. and
1\lrs.
Warren
Anderson,
W1lhemina Harris, Mr. and
Mrs. Duane Anderson, Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Haglund, Mr.
and Mr . Raymond Hildebran,
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Bondeson,
Thor borg Bonde on, Mrs.
Edward Olivebaum, Edwin
'Peterson, Karen Forsman, Mr.
and Mrs. Gordon Johnson, Alice
Anderson. ~-

-/c

STOCKHOLM FLOOD -- Water rushed past the
Atlas Plywood Mill in Stockholm during a 1923 flood
that rendered the Main Street bridge impassable.
. . Groceries came by rail at that time and had to be

carried across the railroad bridge by hand during
the flood. All that remain today are the store and
shed operated by Francis Anderson as a garage

;r ?f?"

and gas station. ~d .2..
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TO KHOL 1 EIGHTH GRADER.. -- in 1921

were front row: Georgie Gunnerson Dixon, Leona
hory Henry, Anne Sandgren Peterson, Donald
Perkins, second row: Axel Tall Fannie Sandgren,
Dora Gagnon Jarvis, Clara Halling, Gertrude
Beckstrom, Pauline Larrabee, Christine Anderson

Ryan, Scott Hackett, third ro\\: Ward Antworth,
Vernly Shorey, Oliver Gunner on Mr . ond n,
teacher. Gunner Sand trom, H rb rt Brown and
,.,larence Anderson. (Photo courtesy of th
Stockholm Historical Society)
·

GRADUATION DAY-- 1928 graduates from Stockholm School
were (back row, from left) Mabel St. Peter, Viola Bard Blenda
Tjern trom Marion Churchill <teacher) Irene Peterson
(teacher), Ansel Peterson, Marguerite Anderson, <front r w)
)

Charles Peterson, Irene Gagnon, Fernald Anderson, Edith
Sandstrom Johnson, Ingrid Ek Anderson, Reynold Sjostedt, Signe
Lar.son and Mallet Anderson. (Photo courtesy of the tockholm
Historical Society.)
~
17 7 ?""

q;.

STOCKHOLM STUDENTS IN 1929 --The class of
1928-29 pose in front of Stockholm School for the
annual school photo. Back row (from left) Leone!
Plourde, Fernando Boutote, Emil Michaud, Adclare Roy, Sylvio Roy, William Johnson; Albert
Rossignol, Roland Oberg, Leo Gravel, Netta
Kenny. Second row: Leon St. Peter, Earl Green,
Allen Leonard, Lela Wheaton, Candide Plourde,
Gordon Dixon, Nellie Bourgoine, Gertrude Lizotte,
Thomas Skidgel, Linwood Sodergren, Gertrude

Cyr, Gerald Bumpas, Freda Roy, Kenneth Bossie,
Edwina Viel, Fred Nightingale, Kenneth. Wik,
Thomas Derosier. Front row: Claude Lizotte,
Nathan Wheaton, Ansel Carlstrom, Orore Roy.
Alma Rossignol, Queeny Plourde, Hazel Gagnon,
Rachel Plourde, Sophia Derosier, Elwood Drake,
Miller Gagnon, Argule Bourgoin, Ned Bourgoine,
Peter Carlstrom, and Avilla Peter. (Photo courtesy;
of Stockholm Historical Society)

Stockholm, New Sweden
offer CPR rourses
I

STOCKHOLM -- " Imagine
that you live in a small community and the total population
is 50 or 400 or even 700. You live
anywhere from 8 to 20 miles
from the nearest hospital and
the ambulance service is
located in another town. There's
a lake in one of these communities.
''What can you do about
medical emergencies? You
could ignore it and do nothing or
you can unite in an all out effort
to support a Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation Program to teach
residents the knowledge and
skills of this very important
first aid procedure," said Julie
Adler, CPR program coordinator.
"Such is the plight of three
small communities nestled in
Central Aroostook. Located
geographically border to border
to one another, the possibility of
pooling sources was a logical
solution," said Adler. A com-

1'/ 7
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The children of Stockholm
School participated in a ''Spring
into Spring '' program consisting of many gymnastic,
band, choral and other musical
events, May 11 at the American
Legion Hall in Stockholm .
After the program there was
a brief PTA meeting . The
following officers have been
named for the 1978-1979 school
year: President Margaret
Wardwell , Vice President
Roland Albert, Secretary Susan
Stedt, Treasurer Josie Coville,
program committee - Janice
Anderson , Shirley Sjostedt and
Diane Perry; refreshment
committee - Mary Raymond
and
Barbara
Michaud;
nomination committee - Doris
Albert, Ann Sandstrom and
Albertine Dufour.
There will be a last-day-ofschool picnic for the children .
All parents are asked to partic ipate.

'-'aean-up night
Clean-u~ night sponsored b
the Amencan Legion Post /
1
was held during the week w· 6
school chiJdren participati~~h
They were later treated t~
refreshme~ts at the Legion Hau
by the Leg10naires.

mit_tee consisting of interest_ed CPR DEMONSTRATION __ Millie Forbes, registered nurse, demonstrates
residents from each community
·t t'
t
t d t · Stockholm
.-a_ _ _ _ _.
was formed.
techniques of Cardiopulmonary Resusct a IOn. o new s u en s In
.
First came the task of and New Sweden. Front row from left are Julie Adler, program coordinator
analyzing the situation, then a and instructor; Donna Bither. Forbes, Janice A~d~rson, Rosemary Hede.
campaign to publize. th~ project Back row: Ada Plourde, Roger Bossie, Bonnie Ktlhon.
and create commumty mterest.
Lette~s were written to ultimate goal is at least one
orgamzations; citizens spoke to person trained in each family·,"
groups; phone calls were made;
said Adler.
all for the purpose of r..... ng
Registration
funds.
To register for classes,
The first to respond to this contact the following persons:
project was an organization Bonnie Killion at 896-5616 for
consisting
of
teenagers, New
Sweden
residents,
followed by many groups. In- Rosemary Hede at 896-5853 for
terest grew and f'mds were Stockholm residents anll
granted at all three town Barbara Margison at 896-3368
meetings. The first donation for Westmanland residents.
Applicants will be taken
was received on December 2,
1977 and by April 12, 1978, according to registration with
$1,428.48, had been raised, one exception. Family memaccording to Adler.
bers of patients who present a
Recordi-Annie
high risk, such as recent heart
The funds have been used to attack or stroke, will be taken
purchase a "Recordi-Annie", immediately · into class. Inwhich is a sophicated life-size- structors are Julia Adler, Millie
mannequin on which the skills Forbes, Vee Peterson and
of CPR may" be learned. Infant Barbara Margeson .
·'There were times when I
Resusication will be taught with
a "Resusi-Baby ," which is a wondered if we would make it.
mannequin about the size of an We were asking alot for such a
average six month old baby.
small population. But it's been
A slide projector has been proven over and over that the
purchased to assist with the lay person properly trained in
Sll )W TIME-- Stockholm schoolchildren put their gymnastic and .music
lecture. Classes will be con- CPR is saving lives. Even if in
talent
on tag May 11 at the American ~egio!l ~all. Performanc~s 1ncl~ded
ducted according to the stan- ten years only one life is saved,
e guitar a d trumpet J.>laying; singinS. and gymnastic routines.
dards of the American Heart it'll be worth everything we had
Association.
to put into it,'' Adler said.
'n~l'/ I
Two courses consisting of
"Heartsaver" and ''Full CPR" ~
will be offered. Any person
interested, can learn CPR. 'Our
n-aa~:..-.t.a
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Stockholm Legion
tops membership
oc·r. ·

STOCKHOLM-- The PerkinsPlourde Post 136 American
Legion of Stockholm reached an
all time _high in membership on
Oct. 29. when post ~ommander
James H. Johnson Signed Roger
Felix of Stockholm to membership to bring the post to an
all time high of 144 members.
The membership record
exceeded the 1978 membership
of 143 members. Vice Commander Gary Maim, Raymond
Bernier and Gordon R. Dixon,
assisted Commander Johnson
on the membership committee.

CHRISTMAS PASS ED - Christmas a 40

d

~oucette of Stockholm, was a pet who Iistened'7ougout~;~ey o;~ed

by Eddie
his OWfler's coaxing posed for a icture
.. e an , m response to
month old b' d died 'r h t tt Pk
· Doucette notified us that the ei_ghtIr
o a ear a ac May 5.. <Swauson photo) ~ J " I flr',
.... .,.- v t.·-•aJV.II•

Stockholm extension

he Stockholm Women's
Extension group and the
Historical Society motored to
Keegan where they had a pic~ic
dinner and toured the Acadtan
Village at a short meeting of the
Stockholm Historical Society,
Richard Hede , president,
reported on work done at _the
museum where many Improvements have been made.
Several committees reported on
their accomplishments and
plans for the · futur~. The
meeting was held m ~e
Acadian Village recreation
building. The next meeting will
be held the !ast_ ~on~y of
September. ~/ 7

Members and guests of the
Stockholm Historical Society
attended a 6:30p.m. dinner and
meeting held at Perreault's
Lumber camp (T 16 R 4 > near
Madawaska Lake. After the
bountiful meal the meeting
opened by Richard Hede.
Several committee chairman
reported on plans and projects
for the coming year. A joint
meeting with the New Sweden
Historical Society will be held
at New Sweden on Nov. 13. No
meetings will be held during
December, January and
February. The April meeting
Will be French music and
dancing. 0
T; I 11<"'

c.

l'\ewhomes

Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Bossie of
Caribou have moved into the
trailer home on School Street
formerly occupied by Mrs.
Linda Reed.
Roger Bossie is building a
new home on the Bishop Farm.
Another home is being built by
Donald Sjostedt on School
Street ana one by John Voisine
in the Station Street area. The
Stockholm School house is
getting closer to completion ..
da1-by-day. ·11 . ~
,

r
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Eleven persons were
"wrecked" into Voiture 629, La
Society Des 40 Hommes et 8
Chevaux, more certainly known
as the 40 and 8 on October 28 at •
the American Legion Hall. '
Those installed were Al
Johnson, James H. Johnson.
.Emile Pelletier of Stockholm,
Paul Bondeson of New Sweden,
Rapheal Guerette, Richard
Bouchard. Roy Doak, of
Caribou, Elmer Daigle of Upper .
Frenchville, J. Paul Ouellette of
Frenchville, Rolando Morin,
Don Morin, of Madawaska. The
program was conducted by
Grand Chef De Gare Maurice
Wagner of Lewiston. Assisting
was American Legion
Department of Maine Commander Fred Fisher of South
China, Jerry Adams of South
Windham, Jerry Porter and two
other 40 and ~ officials from
Southern Maine.
After the three hour
ceremonies Chef De Care of
Voiture 629 Al Johnson closed

If;~

Commander Johnson presented
department commander H.
Fred Fisher of South China with
membership to set the new
record following a , Aroostook
county voiture wreck of the 40-8
held at the Stockholm Post
home. Department Commander
Fisher extended congratulations to Commander Johnson
and the post membership for an
outstanding membership
enrollment. The Stockholm
Post will receive national and
department membership
awards:
f The Northern Aroostook
County Council of the American
Legion will meet at the PerkinsPlourde Post 136 Saturday
evening November. 4th for their
regular county bu::.iness
session.
The ninth annual hunters
breakfast sponsored by the
Perkins-Plourde Post 136 was
held at the Legion Hall from
4:30 a.m . to 8:30 a.m. A large
number of door prizes were
given away. The breakfast
menu was ham and eggs,
French toast, home fries
beans, donuts, coffee·tea and
milk .

the meeting. A meatball supper
with all the trimmings· prepared
by Rose Johnson was served.
Those assisting Mrs. Johnson,
were Ernestine Pelletier and
Barbara Bondeson. A social get
together was held after the
meal. Voiture 629 was reactivated in May of this year after
being deactivated in 1959. The
Voiture has · surpassed its
membership for 1979 with 122
percent. The next pro~onade
will be held in Frenchville on
Nov.18t.;_
h~
. __
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Sjostedt- Tenney
STOCKHOLM
Marie
'tenney, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs.
Alan
Nasman
of
Stockholm became the bride of
Don Sjostedt, son of Mrs.
Shirley Sjostedt, and Andrew
Sjostedt
of
Stockholm,
November 11, at the First
Baptist Church of Stockholm.
The Rev. Alan Nasman officiated at the double ring
ceremony. Bouquets of palms,
carnations, and baby's breath
decorated the church .
Geneva
Forsman
was
organist and Laren Forsman
was pianist.
·
The bride, given in marriage
by her brother Chris Tenney,
wore a white gown of
sheerganza and chantilly lace
with a high neckline, full bishop
sleeves, and pinafore bodice,
and hemline trimmed with
chantilly lace. Her headdress of
an open Camelot crown of
Chantilly lace and baby pearls
.held her cathedral length
mantilla veu' of nylon bridal
illusion edged in chantilly lace.
She carried a bouquet of red
roses and white carnations with
baby's breath.
Kathy Voisine was matron of
honor. She wore an empire
silhouette gown of jersey knit
featuring an attached poncho
and a white v-shaped yoke of

•

\

by Elvie Johnson
Correspondent
Tel. 896-5819
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Legion Auxiliary

The
American
Legion
Auxiliary met at the Legion
Hall for their monthly meeting
and election of officers with
Mrs.
Marlene
Griffith
presiding. Ofhcers appointed
were president, Mrs. Marlene
Griffith, first vice president,
Mrs. Alaine Bernier, second
vice president, Mrs. Clarice
Helstrom, historian, Mrs. Ruth
Carlson and Mrs. Ernestine
Pelletier, sargent-at-arms,
Sharon Pelletier, chaplain, Mrs.
Elvie Johnson, entertainment
committee, Mrs. Jacky Rauch,
Mrs. Ernestine Pelletier and
Mrs. Elvie Johnson.

Venice lace and a picture frame
hat. She carried a single pink
rose. Bridesmaids were Debbie
Bossie, Jane Albert, and Jan
Bossie. They wore gowns styled
as the matron of honor's. Each
carried a single red rose.
David Sjostedt · of Alaska,
brother of the bridegroom, was
best man. Ushers were John
Sjostedt, Jeff Page and Dave
Lausier.
Mrs. Nasman chose a hi-rise
silhouette ·gown of polyester
with a high neckline and long
fitted sleeves with a full pleated
skirt for her daughter's wedding. Mrs. Sjosted t, the
bridegroom's mother, wore a
long rose and burgundy colored
polyester gown with a cowl
neckline.
A reception was held at Pete's
Maple Grove in Sinclair
following the wedding. The
guest book was circulated by
Karen Monroe and Cathy
Monroe. The gift table was
attended by Linda Mattson and
Carol Sodergren.
The bride is 1976 graduate of
Caribou High School and is
employed with J.J. Newberry
Company in Caribou. The
bridegroom, a 1971 graduate of
Caribou High School, is employed as a heavy · equipment

MR. AND MRS.
DON SJOSTEDT
<Marie Tenney)

operator in Alaska.
'
The couple honeymooned in
Florida.
Out of town guests were Kent
Cross,
grandfather;
Sue'

' Monroe, Karen, Cathy, and Jeff;
Monroe, Mr. and an~ Mrs.
Reynold Sjostedt, all or'
Massachusetts; and Mike
Sandstrom of Alaska.

MORSING !VIUSIC -- Adelia Johnson left and

her mother, Lillian Johnson, entertai~ed ~arly

morning eaters at the annual hunters breakfast in
Stockholm Nov. 11. (Swanson photo)
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WAY BACK-- There was day when horses drew sulkies across Madawaska Lake. <Photo courtesy of Richard Hede)

AROOSTOOK REPUBUCAN AND NEWS, NOVEMBER 22, 1978 ,

Hilma Hede tours
Europe and Alaska Hede family fos,ters heritage

AROOSTOOK REPUBUCAN AND NEWS, NOVEMBER 29, 1978, PAGE 9A

f STOCK~OLM -- Hil.ma Hede of Stockholm returned recently
ro~ a mne~week tnp whic.h took her around the northern
hem1spher~, mcluding a flight over_the North Pole. The trip was
a belated birthday present from .her sons and daughters.
The t?ur began Sept. 3, wth a flight from Presque Isle to
Bosto? m .the company of her son, Richard, who made most of
the tnp With her. The next leg of the trip was delayed when a
crew member had to be returned to London for emergency
sur~ery. The flight left Boston 41 2 hours late.
S1x days w~re spen~ in England visiting with Mrs. Hede's
g~andson, Bnan Merntt, his wife. and her family at Oxford.
Highlights of the w~ek were visits to the Oxford Colleges,
Stratfor~-on-Ayon with Duke of Marlboro's Blenheim Castle
. where Wmston Ch.urchill was born, Churchill's grave at nearby
Bladon, preh1stonc Stonehenge, Salisbury Cathedral, Windsor
Castle, Eton, Hempstead Heath and the Kenwood Galleries
Ilsey Locks on the Thames and Ilsey Church dating from th~
12th century, and a Cockney cab driver's tour of London.
London to Vastmanland

•

From London to Harwich by train, then by ov.ernight ferry to
Hook of ~olland and train to Amsterdam to meet Mrs. Hede's
son, Dame!, who had arrived there directly from Alaska. The
t:avelers took a boat tour on the canals of Amsterdam, which
hke much of the Netherlands, has been largely reclaimed from
the sea.
Then they fl~w to Copenhagen and Gothenberg, where they
rented a car for a tour of Sweden and Norway. Visits with
num.erous relatives and friends were interspersed with scenic
and Interesting sightseeing trips, as they traveled down the west
coast of Sweden, from Bohusland throuW'J Holland, Smaland and
Os.tergotland where, they met their Uncle Gustaf Hede's grandchildren for the first time. Then to Orebro in Narke and
Vasteras in Vastmanland, where they stayed with Pelle Isberg
who has visited this part ot Maine many times.
'
F.rom there t~ey visited. Upp~ala, Stockholm and the neighbormg countryside. Especially Impressive to the travelers were
Uppsala cathedral, the thousand year old silver Bible, Uppsala
Castle, the Ro~al Pa.lace in Stoc~holm, Skansen, the battleship
Vasa, sunk o~ Its matden voyage m 1620 and ~ecently raised and
restored, ancient rune stones, old open pit iron mine, and burial
mounds.
The trip then contin~ed up through Dalarna with stops at the
famous old copper mine at Falun where one branch of the LindHede family originated, Lake Siljan, Nusnas where they obtained a supply of the traditional hand-carved Dala horses and
Mora, where the famous Swedish hunting knife is made. Then
through Harjedalen to Klovsjo in Jamtland.

MADAWASKA LAKE -- The
Swedish heritage of John and
Rosmary Hede, who own a
family store here, is particularly evident at Christmas
time.
The hunting, fishing and
summer supplies and relegated
to the background or the
storeroom to make room for
wall hanging, Christmas ornaments, tiny wooden dolls and
animals, and the traditional
Swedish tomte, Lucia, goat and
Dala horse.
Rosemary and John Hede,

who run the store pretty much
as a ''Mom and Pop" operation,
explain "when our family took
over the business, it was open
only during the summer
months, selling gasoline,
groceries. beer and ice cream
and renting summer cabins. We
have expanded this into a yearround general variety store, to
better serve our customers. It's
been a 1ot of work but has also
been fun. Our customers are
some of the most wonderful
people we've ever met -- and the
scenery across the lake is
always enjoyable."
The many Swedish items,
particularly prominent during
the Christmas season, reflect
the family's interest in
preserving its heritage. One
good way to do this, they
reason, is to encourage the
family and others to use the
traditional objects from "the
old country'', particularly.
during the holidays. Traditional
Swedish foods, including
"Glogg", Swedish pancake
mix, lingonberries, knackebrod, skorpor, sill, several
Swedish cheeses, pepparkakor,

and candies appear on the
shelves.
"We reall 'should selllutfisk,
too," says Hede, "but we
usually buy that from Everett
Larsson or Fernald Anderson
for our own Christmas Eve
dinner. And the family gets
toget~:r to make our own Julkorv.
In addition to John and h1s
wife the "family" consists of
thei~ two children, his mother
and brother in Stockholm, her
sister-in-law, and their brothers
and sisters together with nieces
and nephews and.cousins by the
dozens, all around the country.
They all love to help out in the
store when home, and the Hede
patiently let them. It is truly ~n
old-fashioned extende4 family
where everyone pulls together.
"And we finally found some
authentic Parisian French
perfumed soap,'' remarked
Rosemary, "for our many
French customers and
friends." ''We keep looking for
new items for all of our
customers. who really are our
good friends.''

Lapland

A long and scenic drive through the forests and barrens of
southern Lapland brought Mrs. Hede to the homeland of her
father, Karl. Nelson, and her cousins, the Sjostedts. at Hornefors
and Um~a m Vasterbotten. This is an area of huge pulp and
paper mills and also of some fine Baltic fishing. The road then
led down along the east coast through Angermanland
M~el~ad, Halsingland, Gastrikland, and Uppland to Stockhol~
agam t.n.Sodermanland. All along the way, provincial archives
were VISited to collect genealogical information.
The auto trip ended in Norrkoping. Mrs. Hede traveled with
Dan, flyiqg non-stop from Amsterdam over the North Pole to
Anchorage, Alaska. After visiting her children Nelson, Howard,
Janet, .Dan and Kathleen with their families for s~veral more
weeks m Alas a she returned just in time to vote Nov. 7.

TRADITION -- The Swedish corner of Rosemary
and John Hede's store at Madawaska Lake helps
preserve the old country customs of the family and
the community. <Hedephoto)
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AT THE LEGION-- Fifth and sixth graders face

seventh and eighth graders after the chalkboards
di~iding the two gro_ups are pushed back for a joint

discussion of student and teacher responses to the
fire which destroyed the four-room Stockholm
school building May 21, 1976. (Swanson photo)
If

And school continued
... without a building
by Kathryn Swanson

STOCKHOLM -- A hand-rung brass bell calls fifth, sixth,
seventh and eighth graders to classes in the Stockholm
Am_eric~n Legi_on hall while teachers of primary grades gather
their children mto the vasements of the Lutheran and Baptist
churches.
It has been a year and a half since a fire took the building of
Stockholm school children and teachers but the school did not
disappear in the flames. Even before the smoke had vanished
from the early morning fire May 21, 1976, distressed teachers
resolved to continue school until the end of the year and until the
new problem of replacing the building was solved. And so they
did.
Seventh and eighth graders, taught by Shirley Sjostedt, met in
the Perkins-Plourde Legion Hall with a pair of chalkboards and
a curtain dividing them from the fifth and sixth graders taught
by Sue Stedt. Diane Perry's third and fourth grade class ended
up in the basement of the Baptist Church, ~hile Margaret
Wardwell taught kindergarten, first and second grades in the
basement of the Lutheran Church.
With only a few days remaining in their makeshift classrooms
before the Dec. 15 move to the new building, teachers and
children_had mixe~ reflections on the experience of creating a
school without a bmlding.
"I love that school," said one youngster of the old building. "1
regret that one grade could not graduate from that school. The
seventh grade didn't get to spend their last year there.''
''I'd rather have the old school ten times over than the new
school'' sai~ another. Yet when asked wh~t they were looking
forw_ard to m the new building, nostalgia gave way to enthusiasm over hot lunches, a gym, a music room, individual

classrooms having everyone together and ''just the idea of
being in a school." The older students housed temporarily in the
Legion Hall missed windows. "My best daydreaming spot was
gone," J,.ourned one boy who looks forward to finding a new one
in the new building.
The tandem classrooms in the Legion required special powers
of concentration. "When the two teachers yelled at the same
time it was like two cymbals,'' one student observed. "The
echoes ~ere so loud you couldn't even whisper," lamented
another.
Yet, despite the hardships, a seventh grader recognized that
the shared quarters proved that "nobody's better than anyone
else,'' since the fifth and sixth graders were allowed into the
space of seventh and eighth graders, which used to be a special
privilege in the old building. "I'll remember how close the
teachers and the kids got." said another. "It was a hard thing
and we pulled through it."
Members of the third and fourth grade class found that
isolation in a separate classroom at the Baptist Church had both
advantages and disadvantages. While they disliked being
separated from their friends, they enjoyed freedom from the
fear of being picked on by older schoolmates. "We became like a
family,'' they agreed. ·•we got to know each other better. We
found ways to play together and not fight."
While Stockholm's youngest students would barely remember
the fire, their teacher, Margaret Wardwell, recollected how the
process of reestablishing a school began. "I didn't realize how
much of my life was.centered in the school until it was gone,"
she said. "It was amazing to think of starting up again when we
had absolutely nothing, but that was the best thing to do. We
knew we had to do something. We took two days to get things
together and started with real enthusiasm.''
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ICE CRYSTALS-- formed a gleaming carpet on
Madawaska Lake Thanksgiving Day. The feathery
prisms resembled large, three-dimensional
snowflakes of needles, columns and plates. Ice
crystals form at low temperatures when there is
'little wind and Y/ater vapor in the air can be trans-

-

'

North Star Club

formed directly into a solid. John Chiaramonte of
the Weather Service Office in Caribou said tiny ice
crystals occasionally can be seen suspended in the
air giving the appearance of a luminous pillar. lee
crystals form the high-level cirrus "'louds which
create a halo around the sun. (Swanson photos)

/? 7

Tw enty three members and five guests met a( tHe North Star
Clul,J for a Kentucky Fried Chicken dinner Wednesday. The
g~.ests_ were Mrs. Candide Derosier and Mrs. Loulia L. Daigle of
. Smcla1r, Mrs. Helen Borjeson of New Sweden, and Mr. and Mrs.
Fe,:~ I?ahl~ren. The door prize was won by Mrs. Edith Brisette.

FOUR GENERATIONS were gathered at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kirschmann during
T~anksgiving w~ek. They were Mrs. Sophia E.
K1rschmann of Pittsburg, Pa., Robert Kirschmann
of Stockholm, David C. Kirschmann ana son Jason
of George Air Force Base, Victorville, Calif.

4 .
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Stockholm T.L.C. (Tri-lingual community)

Beavers beat man at building dam
by Merrita Anderson

Stockholm's new dam

STOCKHOLM -For 30 years or so since a dam maintained by
the Collins Lumber Mill in Stockholm washed away, the citizens
of Stockholm have wanted another dam built.
They have endorsed the idea at budget meetings and town
meetings. Committees and selectmen have worked on the
project. The state highway department and the U. S. Army
Corps of Engineers have been in on the planning.
The goal of all these efforts was a dam to restrain waters of
the Madawaska Stream and to improve the looks of the town
during dry months. A small, riverside picnic area also was
envisioned.
·
Finally, state and federal advisors submitted their plans. The
simple request of the people of Stockholm had evolved into
another Grand Coulee Dam with an elaborate fishway proposed
by conservationists. The cost was mind-boggling.
In no way could the town support this Tennessee Valley
Authority. So the stream continued to dwindle to a brook by
midsummer. Grasses and weeds grew alongside the water until
Nature came to the rescue.
In the summer of 1978, a colony of beaver moved in and, with
no additional taxes and absolutely no fuss, they achieved what
local, state and federal people could not. They constructed a
respectable dam on the remnants of the old Collins Dam. Now
oqe can stand on the town's main bridge and look down to the
dam and up the river to the bend and see only wide expanses of
water.
f'..ould heavers be better organized than bureaucrats?

From brook to river

•
AT THE LUTHERAN CHURCH -- Margaret
Wardwell works with a group of primary
youngsters in a basement Sunday School room
which has served as a classroom for Stockholm
school children for the last 18 months. (Swanson
photo)

AT THE BAPTIST CHURCH -- Third and fourth
graders say they have become like a family in the
year and a half they have been separated from

Mrs. Stedt recalled the process of assembling materials. We
had nothing. We began to pull together stuff we had at home -dittoes. books, ideas for lessons. Once we found what we did
have, we had a lot."
Mrs. Perry recalled that as she and Mrs. Stedt rode to the fire
at dawn on that May morning a year and a half ago, they envisioned themselves pulling things out of the school to be
salvaged. ''When we got there, all we could see were four
posts,'' "As we.approached South Main Street," said Mrs. Stedt,
"we didn't believe what we were seeing and we both started
screaming and crying."
''I said I would teach school in my home if it was necessary to
keep it going," said Mrs. ,Perry. But by Wednesday after the
Friday fire, teachers and students were ready to start from
scratch in the legion and the church basements. Equipment and
materials came from numerous sources. The National Gu~rd
provided desks and Woodland School sent blackboards. Bulletin
boards used for Sunday school clao5ses were converted to school
boards. Books came from New Sweden, the CYO donated an
adding machine and a women's club made "pirinies" for girls'
physical education activities.
Connor students exchanged letters with Stockholm students as
an exercise in correcting writing mistakes. Milk caps were
donated for teaching arithmetic and kids made their own
games. Stockholm residents donated books, magazines, flannel ·
boards, phonographs, a tetherball set and numerous other
items.
. Mrs. Sjostedt, school principal and teacher of seventh and
eighth graders, observed that even though the classrooms are
geographically separate, the teachers are not. "We haven't,
been apart. There is no way we could have put a program
together and be apart.''

their Stockholm schoolmates with their teacher
Diane Perry. (Swanson photo)

Stockholm
postmaster

appointed
STOCKHOLM - Roger Bossie
has been appointed postmaster
of Stockholm by Postmaster
General Benjamin M. Bailer.
The appointmE:nt was announced by Northeast Regional
Postmaster General Frank M.
Sommerkamp.
Bossie was mail contractor
for the Caribou and Upper
Frenchville post offices from
1964 through 1968 and has
served as officer in charge at

Edwin Bossie

Stockholm
postmaster
recalls past
by Elvie Johnson
Edwin Bossie, who was appointed postmaster of Stockholm by President Franklin D. Roosevelt, July 31,
1942, retired December 31 1976
after 34 years of service. Bossie
;;erved five years as star route
carrier prior to his appointment
as postmaster.
Many changes have occured
since he started. Some days
Bossie issued up to fifty money
orders, ·'now ten is a big day."
e said.
There were many customers
of mail order catalogs in his
early years as postmaster and
he used to deliver two hundred
Se~rs and Roebuck catalogs
tw1ce a year. In many instances, an order sent to Boston
on Tuesday would be received
by Thursday of the same week.
This service has dwindled.
During World War II he sold
many War Bonds. There used to

~
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be 200 boxes <star, rural and
local and now there are over 375
boxes.
After I had been in office a
few . weeks the rural mail
earner told me ''Postmasters
com~ and postmasters go, but
earners go on forever". Guess I
proved him wrong.
During his term of office the
mail carriers were Herman
Anderson, Ernest Borjeson and
Roger
Bossie.
Arthur
Sodergren, served as substitute
mail carrier for the same
number of years. He has now
retired and the rural carrier is
Wesley Johnson of New Sweden.

Roger Bossie

.

post offices in St. David, Grand
Isle and Stockholm.
In 1968, he was a postal clerk ·
at the Stockholm office. Before
his appointment as postmaster
he worked as a part-time
flexible clerk at Stockholm.
Bossie is a graduate of
Caribou High School and has
completed postal supervisory
and managerial programs. He
served with the U.S. Army from
1962 through 1964.
He resides in Stockholm with
his wife, Wendy, and two sons,
Marty and Jeff.

r
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Townspeople remember Jim "Joyime" Gagnon

Stockholm T.L.C. (Tri-lingual community)

Editor's note: This is one of a series of articles prepared in
conjunction with the Stockholm Historical Society.
by Edwin J. Bossie
.

•

Stockholm is a trilingual community because Enghsh, French
and Swedish-speaking people share it. While the name of the
town is derived from its Swedish settlers, Stockholm also has a
significant French tradition.
James Gagnon (187Q-1955) was an important part of that
tradition. The French people in town always called him
''Joyime", with a real French accent, while the Swedes called
him ''Jim." His family always spoke French in the home and he
spoke a broken English with others. His wife could read English
and perhaps knew more than he did, but she seldom spoke.
Born in Frenchville he moved to Guerette at an early age
where he worked hard clearing the land on his father's farm
(now owned by Reginald Hebert). He used to recall how hard it
was to pull stumps by hand and described later methods as
much easier.
In 1895 he married Helen Belanger and after living in Guerette
awhile, they moved . to Eagle Lake where they operated a
boarding house on the upper floor of a store. Mrs. Gagnon liked
to tell of the time Jim went downstairs to get a barrel of flour.
"If you can put this on your back and carry it upstairs, it's
yours," the grocer challenged. Since Jim was slightly over five
feet tall. the grocer probably doubted he could carry the heavy
barrel. To his surprise, Jim grabbed the barrel, put it over his
shoulder and climbed upstairs with it. "It got pretty heavy when
I got up those stairs, but I made it,'' Jim recalled.
They moved back to Guerette for a few years and in 1909
moved to Stockholm where he built the house now owned by

Lewis Campbell. At that time his was the last house on that side
of Lake Street.
Jim operated a boarding house and a livery stable. When the
farmers from Guerette came to town with their potatoes and to
shop, they would eat at Gagnons' and put up their horses in the
stable .
.When ~am Antworth bought his first car, he sold his surrey
With a frmge on top to Gagnon who used it to haul passengers
from the B and A station. Most of them were salesmen from
wholesale houses who came to call on businesses here and in
Jemtland.

' Frenchman in town to buy a car. It
Jim Gagnon was the ~irst
was a Model T Ford wh1ch he used in his business. By that time
he h~d started to haul the mail to and from the station, a job he
contmu.ed for 30 years: B~fore he was well-known in town, he got
the mall cont~act fro~.~1me t time. He used to say "When no
S~ede "_\'ants 1t, I get 1t. When spring floods would cover the old
bndge m ~tockhol~, Gagnon would take his horse and sleigh
over the railroad bndge to get the mail through
.He al~o ha.uled freight for the local stores and.every fall he and
his family picked potatoes, first for August Sodergren and later
at Anber Jepson s.
Ten of the Gagnon's 18 children died at childbirth or shortly
after. Of the remaining eight, seven were girls and the one boy,
~mil~o, died at age 15. On~o.f the daughters, Mrs. Irene Plourde,
d1ed m 1958 .. Tho~e remammg are Eva Gagne, Ida Rossignol,
Dora Gervais, Mildred Lee, Lucie Bossie and stella Plourde.
The Gagnons celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary in 1945
and Jim died at age 84 in 1955.
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They came back

Engineer becomes storekeeper
By Kathryn Swanson
Why do people return to
Aroostook County to live?
Apparently there is something
about life here that attracts not
only new resid~nts, but .also
natives and relatives of natives.
This is the seventh in a series on
people 'who came back and on
their reasons for choosing to
live in Aroostook County after
residing elsewhere.
"I think there is a biological
urge to return to your roots,"
says Stockholm store-owner,
John Hede. "It manifests itself
in different ways. You have to
justify it by making a living, but
a time comes when it is more
important to satisfy your soul
than to make a lot of money."
Hede had been away from
Aroostook Cow1ty 24 years when
he decided to leave his job as
project engineer at Pratt and
Whitney in East Hartford,
Conn., to manage the familyowned · store at Madawaska
Lake. Born in Stockholm in
1929, the son of Eliot and Hilma
Hede, he attended Stockholm
Scho0l through the tenth grade,
spent a year at Ricker College
and four years in the Navy as a
radar operator on a destroyer in
the Mediterranean.
After working in an atomic
research
laboratory
at
Brookhaven National Labs at
Long Island, N.Y., he "got the
call to go to Alaska," an urge
common among Stockholm
residents. While he was working
salvage on a boat off the coast
(Turn to Pg. 10
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DREAM FULFILLED- John Hede followed an
urge to return to family roots and found opportunities to pursue interests in Stockholm that ~e
did not find in Connecticut. One dream fulfilled IS
living on a lake with a seaplane at his door. (Staff
photo).

lr . Elvie Johnson
T 1. 896-5819

Camp sold
.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Boss1e
and sons spent a month at their
Madawaska
Lake
camp
recently purchased from Keith
elson. Forest elson sold his
camp to Alb n Helstrom of
Perham and George elson sold
his camp to Roland Tall.

church renovations
A new well and a new septic
ave been added to the
sys t em h
Lutheran Church property and
the church basement ~as been
d for the first and
renov ate
rade
classes of
sec on d g
Stockholm school.

store, they realized that the
change would be easier when
(From Page . 1 - This Section : they were younger than it would
there, the Gl bill was enacted he at retirement age.
and he decided to study
"A store keeper is the last
mechanical engineering at the thing I thought I'd be," Hede
University of Maine at Orono. exclaimed, but "you have to
He earned a bachelor of have an opportunity to make a
doing
something
science degree and accepted a living
job with Douglas Aircraft in satisfying.''
Santa Monica, Calif., where he
While he says he always
met his wife, Rosemary. He enjoyed his job ·at J:>ratt and
worked in the DC-8 power plant Whitney, the people, the enthere a year, th~n accepted the vii onment and a variety of
position at Pratt and Whitney opportunities, combined with .
the pull of family roots, drew
where he remained 14 years.
"You have. to have a spouse him home to Maine.
"Some people talk about
willing to go along with the idea
and to help make it work," Hede being a big toad in a little pond
said of the move to Maine that or a little frog in a big pond. Up
represented a drastic cut . in here I'm in the pond, big or
income. Noting that the destre little, and I wasn't even in the
to return o family roots seems pond before."
more common among men,
"We love the people. They
Hede explained, "women are give you such a feeling of acinterested in the cohesive ceptance and being part of it.
family and in keeping it There's more opportunity here
together, wherever it is."
to perform public services
Hede's family purchased and you've always wanted to." He
incorporated the lakeside store noted that in a town the size of
in 1970. His sister and brother- Stockholm, new people who
in-law operated the business for demonstrate an interest in the
a year and when they decided to community are readily included
move, Hede and his wife ac~ed and given responsibility.
on their thoughts about movmg "There's so much going on that
to Maine.
there's an opportunity for
"We already decided to re- everyone to do their part."
turn to Maine for retirement,"
He remembers his co-workers
he recalled. As they considered at Pratt and Whitney were
the possibility of managing the envious of the opportunity his
.. ~~-~- - 1971
move
to
Maine
represented. "They wished they
could do the same thing and
thought it was a wonderful
opportunity.''
Hede maintains his interest in
airplanes with a 1941 Taylorcraft that he launches from
Madawaska Lake.
"One of my childhood dreams
is sitting out there,'' he says of
the plane. "I dreamed of living
on a lake with a seaplane at my
door."
Jerry's Fly'ng Service in
Caribou assembled the plane
from pieces Hede brought home
in the back of a pickup last year.
Since then, he has taken a
Concert postponed
number of local people for their
The band concert planned by
first plane rides.
the Stockholm
Historical
"That's a true sign of acSociety has been postponed but
ceptance,'' he says of the trust
the society plans to repair and
expressed when a person asks
renovate the bandstand and
him for a first ride in a plane.
grounds for future use. The
Hede disagrees with people
bandstand was built in 1923-24
and
agencies
espousing
and was used for band concerts
development
and
in·
for many years. It will now be
restored to its original use.
dustria.lization for this area.
While Aroostook County is "too
far away to be hurt by the
tourist trade," Hede forsees the
area being hurt if it becomes so
commercialized that tourists
provide the income for the area.
"Multitude is not necessarily
good. This is a pristine area. We
should protect what we've got
and be careful not to overdevelop."
He still remembers life in a
region where "you can see the
air" and observes "people don't
realize what a paradise they've

got."

/
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Wardwell continues to run

•

by Danny Bondeson
CARIBOU -- While many high school track athletes hang up
their spikes at the end of their scholastic career, Greg Wardwell, a 1975-1978 athletic standout at Caribou High School , has
continued his high excellence of training and competition at the
collegiate level as a student at the University of Maine at
Presque Isle.
Wardwell began running long before he entered Caribou High
School. He developed his endurance at an early age by doing 12
to 15 mile cross-country ski hikes during the week-ends w1th his
father and by backpacking up Mt. Katahdin during summer
camping trips.
He went out for . cross-country running in the fall of his
freshmen year for the purpose of developing endurance for x-c
skiing. He remembers his first workout as a two mile time trial
which he ran in tennis sneakers. At the time. Wardwell had an
unorthodox style of running and his coach. Conrad Walton .
thought that he would not be an achieving runner. In his fir t x-c '
r-ace, Greg placed a surprising fourth overall and second for his
Caribou varsity team.
At the state x-c meet, he placed ~l8th . When spring came, he
participated in spring track. At the state track meet, he placed
fourth in the two mile run for a new Caribou High School
freshman record of 10 minutes and 4 seconds. During the track
se~son, the young recordholder averaged 55 miles per week.
which consisted of distance running and interval workouts.
As a sophomore, Wardwell won the Eastern l\laine x·c
championship and was delighted, a any young athlete would be,
when he saw his picture in the sport page of the Bangor Daily
N~ws . At the state spring track meet he lowered his own two
mile record to 9 minutes and 54 seconds finishing in third
position.
Greg had a sensational junior x-c season. He won the
Aroo~t~ok County x-c meet, was the Eastern Maine x-c champ,
and f1mshed a thrilling 9th in the state x-c meet. Greg missed
qualifying for the New England schoolboy meet by only two
seconds. Another outstanding moment was at the South Port·
Ian~ Invitational in which he placed second. only 30 second
behmd all-American x-c runner Joe Belvea of South Portland
~fter a tren~endous x-c season, sp;ing track was a dis~p
pomtment to him. Although he won the two mile in the countv
meet, he finishing a discouraging seventh in the state outdoo-r
two mile. One of his problems during this season was becoming
too nervous and tense before a race. "I expended too much
nervous energy by not controlling my emotional state" , said
Wardwell.
During his sensational year. Greg accomplished his freshman
dream of becoming a state champion. Greg set the country
record in the two mile (9:54), and won both the mile and two
mile runs at the Eastern Region~! meet. At the state meet he
become a state champion in the two mile (9:29 ) and placed
second in the mile (4:28) breaking Emery Plourde's 42-year-old
CHS record. At the New England meet, Greg placed an
exhilarating fourth in the two mile run !9:23.4).
Wardwell attributes his success to faith in God , faith in hi·
training, support from the high school community and
surrounding areas, and enouragement from his best friend Joe
Pickens, who was also a state champion in track. In addition,
better body control, freedom from injury and training for two
pre-season sports (x-c running and skiing l Greg prepared
mentally for spring track.
One of Greg's most satisfying victories was at this year's
Caribou Labor Day Road Race. "It took a long time for me to
win this race'', said WardwelL Greg has run in this race since
1975, always against more experienced runners , and now his
time of 21 minutes and 3 seconds set a new record for the 4.2 mile
course. Greg's year around training is instrumental in his
winning this race.

.'\ PIRING ATHLETE
As a freshmen: Greg
Wardwell dreamed of becoming a state champion.
Tho.ugh arduous and dedicated training, Wardwell
achieved that goal by winning the state tvv'Omile at
Bowdoin College on June 10. 1978. ( Bondeson
photo )
Going from high school running to collegiate running is a giant
step for any athlete. "I did not think the competition would be so
tough. I knew I was a fairly good runner." Greg continued,
"When I raced the fi •e mile Cod Fish Bowl in Boston I found out
that there were a lot of runners of my own ability and many
better than I." He also described the collegiate courses as mor~
challenging cour es with more hilly and rougher terram to run
over. This is typical of collegiate sports. The athlete must meet
his chosen sport on a more challenging and competitive level.
Collegiate running is also mentally exhausting. Wardwell
encountered more races with less time to train. "I was getting
tired from racing and a runner can only give maximum output
and can only be mentally fresh for so long a period" , Wardwell
commented. Next year Greg plans to win the not so important
meets at less than maximum output. In this way he hopes to
·aye his energi for the more competitive meets.
Greg won ·everal collegiate meets during the season. He
finished 30th out of 1:30 runners in the NCAA Division III New
England qualifying me •t. The top 15 runners in this race
qualified for the national · that wer~held in Cleveland, Ohio.
Greg Wardwell ha had many victories and defeats as an
athlete. but like all great athletes he has fought back and strived
for the top ladder of succe s.
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TRANQUILITY - Three swimmers on a raft in
Madawaska Lake are the only signs of life on an
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otherwise uninhabited beach that seems to bear
evidence that school is back in session.
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VFW FAMILy -- Patricia Frazier (from left to right), th.e first woman
member of the Lister Knowlton VFW Post 9389; Gor?on Frazier, age 86, the
oldest and newest member; and Clint Frazier, all fanuly members who belong
to the local VFW Post of Caribou.
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RENEWED - The students at the Caribou
Vocational Center overhauled, repaired and
painted this used fire truck for the town of
Stockholm. The work on the truck was done by
students in the welding and auto body shops as a
special project.

CARIBOU -- The Caribou
Regional Vocational Center
helped to restore a firetruck for
the town of Stockholm.
The town purchased a
firetruck from Loring Air Force
Base by bid. A Ford sixcylinder motor which drives the
pump was . completely
overhauled by Lewis Campbell.
The 1,500 gallon tank was
badly rusted on the inside. Half
a dozen volunteers removed 20
gallon tanks of rust and scale
and painted the inside of the
tank.
Mike Sandstrom did some
welding on the baffle plates.
Delmar Brissett, Stockholm's
fire chief, requested help from
Freeman Wright and Ted St.
Pierre of Caribou's Vocational
Center. They agreed to give him
support in reconditioning the
truck. The welding shop under
St. Pierre's supervision, installed storage compartments
on the vehicle for hoses and
equipment. The students in auto
body, under Wright's supervision. then welded in sections
in the areas that were rusted
repaired damage to the fenders:
cowl, hood, straightened the
front bumper, sandblasted the
water tank and grill, painted
the interior of the truck, sealed
the water tank and all new
metal with a special sealer,
then completely refinished and
painted the entire Yehicle red
with exception of the front grill,
which was painted white while
leaving the GMC letters black.
The students in auto body and
welding shops worked over 300
hours in a span of two onths,
using over three gallons of paint
in refinishing the fire truck. The
students took pride in their
work after seeing the final
results of their hours of labor.
Juniors and seniors in auto
body are taught to use the basic
1
hand tools, power tools and the
different types of frame straightening equipment and
their use.
During the first year, the
students are taught the basic
skills in the field of auto body
repair: Students are giv~n the
opportunity to perform ctual
work in he areas of 'panel
repair, replacement of parts,

f
arc and oxyacetylene welding,
body and frame construction
me~l . bumping and dinging:
s.h~I~mg, soldering and metal
flmshmg, to mention a few.
During their senior year,
students take up the more
adva.nced aspects of auto body
repair. In greater detail, they
take up major collision repairs,
spray painting, glass installation, estimating repairs,
frame repair and alignment
and paint-mixing techniques as
w~IJ as the different types of
pamt and their application.
Obtaining vehicles is not a
problem, according to Wright.
I_n fact,. t~ere is a long waiting
list wa1hng for repairs. The
students in the program have
preferences, although some
''total wrecks" are purchased
t~rough bids, and the public
gives the students special work
projects in the replacement of
panels, windshields, . trim and
the repair of sheet metal and
frames.
Projects such as the firetruck
give the students a chance to
perform many of the tasks that '
are required in the field of auto
body. repair, as well as performmg a community service.
The Stockholm Volunteer
Fire Department has thanked
Wright, St. Pierre and aU the
students inv.olved in this
project.

Sod<'ty supper
A, French-Swedish potluck supper held at the Stockhol111
school March 26 was well attended with about 50 pe1 son~
present. A meeting of the Historical Society, which spon ·or •d
the supper, followed. Reports from officers and committee
were approved. Mrs. Hartley Jepson was named to work at the
museum as a CETA worker for the summer. Helen Holman
presented plans for a centennial project. the making of two
historical quilts. The next meeting will be April 30. Plans w ·re
made for another newsletter to be sent out in the near future.
You are invited to join the Historical Society and enjo • the
friendly social times. Also come and visit the museum. Opening
date will be announced.

~
--·-·/~-37 .~ 79'The board of directors of the Stockholm Historical Society met
at the Stockholm School Jan. 22 with Richard Hede, presiding.
Secretary and treasurer's reports were read, and reports from
several committees were also read. Axel Tall, chairman of the
memorial fund, reported several new donations. Hede reported
that a Historical Society workshop wil1 be held at the American
Legio~.Hall on Feb. 14 from 10 a.m. to 2:30p.m.

, Palmer
•
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STOCKHOLM -- Dan Bondeson of Woodland and Sarah
Palmer of Fredericton, New
Brunswick skied their wasy to
victories at the third annual
Stockholm American Legion 12mile ski race Sunday.
Bondeson's time of 67 minutes
and 40 seconds and Palmer's 86
minutes and 58 seconds were
both new records for the 12-mile
course. Norwegian Harald
Piene and 1967 Vasaloppet
finisher, (a 90 kilometer ski
race in Sweden which attracted
over 10,000 skiers in 1978) now
living in Fredericton, set the
early pace up to the two-mile
mark with Fort Fairfield's Tom
Towle and Westmanland's
Steve Miller exchanging
pacesetting chores for the next
mile.
Bondeson then took over the
pace and gained a slight lead on
an uphill stretch with last
year's winner, Greg Wardwell
of Stockholm) and 1978 Winter's
End Ski Race winner, Dave
Opel of Fredericton, close
behind. From the three mile to
the finish line, Bondeson's lead
fluctuated from 220 yards up to
400yards.
Craig Peterson gave
Stockholm hometown honors by
winning the 13-15 age group
seven mile race. Caribou High
School skier Mark Bouchard
crossed the finish lin as the
first high school skier
the 12
milewithafinetimeo ~0:08.
Skiers ranged in 2 ge from
eight year old Scott P .terson of

Stockholm to 74 year old Sam
Ouellette of Ashland. Skiers
came from Plaster Rock, Saint
Andrews and Fredericton, New
Brunswick, as well as from
thoughout Aroostook County.
One-hundred and eighteen
skiers registered for the start.
Stockholm American Legion
Commander James Johnson
and legionnaire Paul Bondeson
presented trophies to age group
winners and ribbons to all
skiers.
7 miles Girls
12 years and under

Mona Deprey, Madawaska
75: 15; Lou Ann Ouellette'
Ashland 98: 53; Hedie Peterson'
Stockholm 114:56
'
7 miles Boys
12 years and under

Paul Bondeson, New Sweden
60:00; Greg Dasch, Ne~
Sweden 60: 30; Chris Quist,
Stockholm 67:42; James
Deprey, Madawaska 68:30.
7 miles Girls

13-15 years

Louise Albert, Madawaska
52:20: Kim Cyr, Madawask~
55:20; Eileen Vanier
Madawaska 59:00.
'
7 mil Boys
13-15 years

Craig Peterson, Stockholm,
43:44; Bruce Johnson, New
Sweden 52: 10; Kevin Forseman, Stockholm 54:15.
7 mile Girls

16-18 years

Dee Pelletier, Madawaska
50: 10; Cheryl Grant, New
Sweden 58: 10; ~ina Giberson,

THEY'RE OFF -Cross country skiers spread out over a 12-mile
course through Stockholm in the third annual race sponsored by
the American Legion. Danny Bondeson won the event and Gre

HEIGN IN STOCKHOLM -- Alan Albert and
Deanna Dufour earned the titles of Stockholm
Winter Carnival king and queen last week for
selling 2,418 and 3,566 carnival tickets respectively
in eighth grade competition. Runners up were
Donna Sund who sold 3,137 and Do!Jg Bossie who
sold 1,625. The seven candidates for the crowns sold
a total of 12,942 carnival tickets. Proceeds help to
pay for the annual event. Cold weather last
weekend forced cancellation of outdoor races, but
the coronation ball was held Saturday in the
gymnasium of the town's new elementary school.
(Swanson photo)

Wardwell placed second with times of 67 and 68 minutes,
respectively. (Swanson photo)
1 {) 1 'I
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St~o~~~ ~T~Rd~LUB -.-The senior citizens' North

t d'
a mner m Sinclair in March Aten mg were, left to right Mrs Clarence. Anderson ' Mrs. Ernest Gunnerson
'
· Ernest Gunnerson, Mrs. Fritz Anderson, Mrs. Annie Antworth,

Clarence Anderson, Mrs. Olga Sandstrom, Mrs.
Elvie Johnson, Mrs. Ruth Anderson, Mrs. Elsie
Anderson Mrs. Hilma Hede and Mrs. Queenie
Peterson.
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STAMPEDE - Craig Peterson of Stockholm

leads the pack at the start of the Winter's End ski
touring race Sunday in New Sweden. Peterson

~RCH 14, 1979,
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finished in sixth position from a field of 185 skiers.
(Bondeson photo>

STOCKHOLM STUDENTS -- Back in 1921

students at Stockholm High School were (back
row) Carl Soderstrom, Agnes Beckstrom, Jacob
Hedman, Ella Pierson, Freda Johnston, <middle
row) Hilda Tall, Elsie Peterson, Verna Hackett,

Helen Bumpus, Elsie Sandstrom, (front row)
Frederick Wessell, Dorothy Meleen, Jennie Rugan
and Glenn Vincent. (Photo courtesy of the
Stockholm Historical Society)
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Outdoor sports
fill retirement
CARIBOU -- Hayford Johnson
of Madawaska Lake recalls that
as a child he used to sit in the
dooryard of his New Sweden
home watching the mailman
and hoping that some day he
could be a rural mail carrier.
January 5 he retired after 19
years with the U.S. Postal
Service, four of them as a mail
carrier and the remaining
years as a clerk in the Caribou
Post Office. He worked 15 years
for Spaulding Hardware before
fulfilling his dream of becoming
a mail carrier.
Johnson's retirement will be
filled with the activities and his
wife, Eleanor, previously had to
confine to weekends: s ·iing,
snowmobiling and helping the
Nordic Lakers in the winter;
sailing, brook fishing and
golfing in the swnmer. He
revived his interest in cross
country skiing a year ago when
everyone went off on a ski tour
and left him behind because he
didn't have any skis. He
promptly purchased a pair of
touring skis and has been an
regUlar participant m cross
country ski events and tours
ever since.

BEFORE -- Hayford Johnson punched out for the
last time Jan. 5 as a distribution clerk at the
Caribou Post Office ending 19 years of service with
the U. S. Postal Service. He willed his good olf
game to Caribou Postmaster Reginald Albert.
(Swanson photo)

He remembered the
challenge of skiing as a
youngster when skis provided
transportation to and from
schooL ;II had an old pair of skis
that were handmade by a man
named Walter Stadig in Soldier
Pond. They were 10 and a half
feet long and I was n more
than five or five and a half ·
years old. I would ski in one
straight line, get off the skis,
turn them in another direction
and ski in a straight line until I
wanted to turn and had to get off
again. "
Johnson was born and raised
in New Sweden, attended New
Sweden schools and served m
the U. S. Marines before employed in Caribou.

AFTER
Cross
country skiing and
snowmobiling are among
the activities that will
occupy Hayford Johnson
and his wife, Eleanor,
during retirement. Her
they prepare for a 1 2mile trek throu h
Stockholm. (Swar ~son
photo)
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Mr. and Mrs. Roderick Voisine are the proud parents of a son,
born Feb. 22 and weighing 7 lbs., 13 oz. and 18~4·· long. He has
been named Ryan Jeffrey. His grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Laforest and Mr. and Mrs. Exior Voisine.
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Museum workshop

Thirty-three people met at the Lutheran Church Feb. 14 to
hear Ron Kley and Sheila McDonald from the Maine State
Museum in Augusta talk on taking care of and reserving artifacts, the importance of keeping records and information
valuable to the historical society and museum. Those attending
were from Fort Fairfield, Van Buren, Caribou, Woodland, New
Sweden and Stockholm. The meeting was to be held at the
American Legion Hall, but due to furnace trouble it was moved
to the church.

~~

Church refurbisht>d .

/

Spelling Bee
The Spelling Bee for Union 122 was held in Stockholm this
•~year. The contestants were Jeffrey Bossie and Deanna Dufour
of Stockholm, Kim Glynn and Dawn Jepson of New Sweden
Sandy Slisz and Heidi Peterson of Woodland. The beemaste;
was Helen Holman. ~udges were Gary Cole, Helen Espling, Ann
Sandstrom and Marilyn Peterson. The winner was Dawn Jepson
and the runnerup was Sandy Slisz. :"'1 _ J 'i _ 1 <( 7 9'
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Extensive work has been done at the Bapttst church putfing on
paneling in the new entry, new carpet on the floor and stairs.
The whole of the downstairs has been painted and a new room is
being finighed. imon Forsman and Lewellyn Forbes have done
mo~t c>f the carpentry and several members joined them for the
paint job. The church \Vill celebrate its seventy-filth an·
niversary this year and plans are being made for a <:elt>bration
this sumer, when members from far and near are expected to
join in the p:ogra'? .

A ~on ~as born to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Spraugh at R. L. Gould
~osp1tal m Presque Isle. Mrs. Spraugh is the former Karen
~ A~~erson,, ~.ught:r o.f M~. ~bert Anderson.
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Retires
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~rs. Edwin Bossie retired March 2 as clerk at the loca1 Po~t

Offtce after fifteen years. Cynthia Harvey of Allagash has been
selected as clerk by the postal service.
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At former in . .fown site

t ck olm school
1on se
e
r
By A. Jay Hirudns

NEWS Presque Isle Bureau

STOCKHOLM - A
spokesman for the Maine
Department of Educational
and Cultural Services said
Tuesday that the agency
will recommend the con·
struction of Stockholm's
new elementary school at
the former building's intownsite.
Lawrence Pineo, assistant
to H. Sawin Millett, commis·
sioner of education, said
that it was his feeling that
the department office will
recommend that the school
be built at the original site,
despite his personal objec·
tions to the recommenda·
tion.
Gene Steams, superintendent of Stockholm's School
Union 122, said Tuesday that
the town will present its
building project and site
plans to the state board of
education on Nov. 10. He added that he was optimistic
regarding the board's antic.tpated action on the plans
and that he was pleased that
the state commissioner
would be recommending the
school's original location as
the proposed construction
site.

Pineo also shared Stearns'
optimism, citing the town's
strong preference for the
construction of the school at
its former site as "one of the
factors" that led to the commissioner's recommenda·
lion. But he was also quick
to point out that the office
had no intention of "building
a palace in Stockholm or
any structure that could be
considered overbuilt."
Pineo said that it was "his
personal belief" (and NOT
that of the commissioner's)
that the new school should
be constructed at a site that
would allow the formation of
a consolidated school
district to come about more
easily. He added that it was
"unfortunate that New
Sweden had no involvement" in the matter.
When ·Stockholm went to
vote on the school site during a Sept. 29 special town
meeting, the results were an
overwhelming 93-10 decision
in favor of building at the
school's former site. The attendance at the meeting was
reported to be a record turnout and seemed to indicate
tha parents' concern with
their children's education.
"I think that's what they

believe and that's fine,;,
said Pineo. "In general, all
counties in the state could
use more (parental involve·
ment>."
Regarding the commissioner's recommendation
Pineo said that the department is in favor of smalltown schools as opposed to
large school districts, saying, "We believe in the concept of a neighborhood
school in any small community."
Pineo said that one ~eport
shows that it would actually
be cheaper to build the
school at its original site,
but that there had been con·
flicting reports regarding
the surrounding land quality
and other site specifications.
The commissioner's
recommendation, according
to Pineo, was made on the
assumption that the town
will acquire additional
acreage to supplement the
current amount of land at
the site.
Commissioner Millett was
unavailable for comment,
as he is attneing an education study in Japan this
week.

North Star Club
Ni~e m~mbers and four guests of the North Star Club motored
to St~clatr 'fuesday for a chicken and ham dinner. Birthda
greetmgs were extended to Mrs. Annie Antworth and Mrs R
A~~erson: ~hos:?irt_hda~s occ~ thi~ ~ont?. ~~ · u

th

:stockholm)
1i

by Elvie Johnson, Correspondent -\
Phone 896-5819
The North Star Senior Citizens Club were dinner guests of the
American Legion Auxiliary Wednesday at the Legion Hall .. A
Christmas party followed. Five dinners were sent to shut-ms
and people living alone. Present were Mrs. Alice Erickson, Mrs.
Arnold Forsman Mrs. Crystal Forbes and Milton Peterson of
New Sweden, M~. Margaret Walton and Napolion Ouellette of·
Caribou and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Anderson, Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Gunnerson, Mrs. Hilma Hede, Mrs. Olga Sanstrom, Mrs.
Queenie Peterson, Henry Hanson and Elvie Johnson. Serving
the dinner were Mrs. Lucille Rossignol, Mrs. Rose Johnson,
Mrs. Peggy Doucette, Mrs. Janette Peterson and Mrs .. Diane
Caron. Mrs. Hilma Hede had the food packages dehvered.
Thanks goes to the a~il~ry for a delicious dinner.

CELEBR~TES BIRTHDAY -- Ferd Dahlgren
celebrated hts 9~nd ?irthday at his home recently.
Gl:lests were his sister, Mrs. Stella Harris of
Woodland and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Harmon of
Caribou.

Slides were shown of many
interesting places including
Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and
places in New Brunswick when
the women's Extension group
met at the home of Mrs. Harold
Anderson. The meeting was
opened by Mrs. Helen Borjeson
and letters were read about
programs. It was decided to
donate $50 to the Stockholm
school in place of a clock by a
former vote. It was also decided
to purchase a ti ophy for the
girls kilometer race at the
upcoming carnival. A Yankee
swap of gifts was enJOY and
refreshments wee served by
Mrs. Sylvia Mattson Mrs.
Russell Peterson and Mrs.
Janice Anderson.
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STOCKHOLM 1923 --Fifth and sixth graders at
Stockholm in 1923 were (front row, from left)
Lugie Plourde, Melford Sjostedt, Rubie Bumpus,
Verner Sjostedt, Ralph Tidd, Evelyn Martin,
Bertha Gagnon, Milton Dixon, Lewis Bossie,
Mildred Gagnon, Ethel Soderstrom, Freda Lund,
<second row) Joe Wilson, Tally Prevost, Emil
Michaud, Corrinne Martin, Clair Green, Elizabeth
Garrison, Donald Abrahamson, Baptise Lavoie,
Pat Morin, Hollaud Skidgel, Hildur Olson, Hazel
Johnson, Georgiana Lavoie, (third row) Wilfred
Dionne, Frederick Babkirk, Roy Grant, Norman

Dixon, Bernie Andrews, Charles Fallon, · Arvid
Johnson, Frederick Anderson, Gustaf Tall,
Leonard Plourde, Walter Johnson, Alfred Anderson, (fourth row) Walfred Johnson, Hazel
Hjelm Ella Farley, Thurston Bean, Lottie Bernaiche, Bertha Dubay, Chester Shorey, Gladys
Bean, Florentine Abrahamson, Merle Bean, Arthur
Sodergren, Arnold Sodergren, (fifth row) Irene
Vincent, Plourde, Herman Bishop, Elva Bragdon
(teacher), Edward Rug an and Alfred Skidgel.
(Photo courtesy of the Stockholm Historical
Society)

STOCKHOLM STUDENTS -- Seventh, eighth,
ninth and tenth grade students at Stockholm School
in 1929 were (front row) Lela Wheaton , Helen
Anderson, Emily Burtt, Irene Vincent, Rachel
Plourde, Hazel Gagnon, Linwood Sodergren, Peter
Carlstrom, (second row) Eleanore Fitzherbert
<teacher), Madeline Cyr, Janet Sanborn, Eunice
Be.an, Geneva Weeks, Adeline Oberg, Betsy
Skidgel, Verner Soderstrom, Joseph Corriveau,
(third row) Leona Sealander, Mabel St. Peter,
Irene Gagnon, Fernald P. Anderson, Raymond

Harris, Walter Burtt, Mallet Anderson, Richard
Anderson, Charles Peterson, Fernald Anderson,
(fourth row) Ruth Johnson, Edith Sandstrom,
Ingrid Ek, Helen Lundeen, Marguerite Anderson,
Margaret Johnson, Reynold Sjostedt, Ansel
Peterson, (back row) Thurston Bean, Milton
Dixon, Leo Davenport, Rubie Bumpus, Doris
Carlstrom, Viola Osell, Freda Lund and Walter
Johnson. <Photo courtesy of the Stockholm
Historical Society)

•

•

STOCKHOLM IN 1924 - Eighth grade graduates from
Stockholm School in 1924 were (back row) Edwin Bossie, Arnold
Sodergren, Lawrence McNeil (teacher) Marion Nesbitt
(teacher), Arthur Sodergren, Chester Shorey, (middle row)
Alfred Anderson, Merle Bean, Harold Anderson, Andrew Larson,
Linwood Wessell, Frederick Anderson, (front row) Georgianna
Lovejoy, Lawrence Cyr, Ethel Sandstrom Soderstrom, Ralph
Amundson, Eddie Rugan, Winnie Peterson Bell,. Arvid Johnson
and Eunice Bean. (Photo courtesy of the Stockholm Historical
Society)
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CHRISTINA S. ANDERSON
Stockholm - Mrs. Christina
Anderson, 86, widow of Carlton
H. Anderson, died at a Caribou
nursing home Sunday, Oct. 19.
She was born in Jemtland,
Sweden on Jan. 24, 1889, the
daughter of Olof and Sigrid
(Swenson) Swenson.
Mrs. Anderson was a resident
of Stockholm for over 80 years.
She was a member of the First
Baptist Church of Stockholm
and the Senior Citizens.
She was married to Carlton
Anderson on Dec. 30, 1910.
Mrs. Anderson is survived by
four sons, Harold of Stockholm,
Mallet of Pittsburg, N.H.,
Perley of Pine Valley, N.Y.,
Kenneth of Anchorage, Alaska;
six daughters, Mrs. Signe
Olivenbaum of New Sweden,
Mrs. Hazel Brunelle and Mrs.
Arnold <Sylvia) Nylund both of
Worcester,
Mass., Mrs.
Raymond (Bernice) Hedman of
New Sweden, Mrs. Edward
(lnex) McNabb of Sanford,
Fla., Mrs. James <Evelyn)
Clisham of Bangor; one sister,
Mrs.
Celia
Larson
of
Bridgeport, Conn.; 30 grandchildren,
26
greatgrandchildren and two greatgreat grandchildren.
Friends called at the Lancaster-Morgan Funeral Home
in Caribou on Tuesday, Oct. 21.
A funeral service was held the
following Wednesday with Rev.
Alan Nasman, pastor of the
First Baptist Church in
Stockholm
officiating.
Pallbearers included Richard
Johnson, Frederick Johnson,
Arnold Forsman, Simon Forsman, Floyd Quist and Axel
Tall . .
Interment was in the Jemtland Cemetery.
Friends who wish to may
contribute to the memorial fund
of the First Baptist Church in
Stockholm in her memory.

'/ ----Obituaries-I

MRS. ALICE BECHARD · .
Mmres.. Alice Bechard, 71.• • of
Stockholm, died Nov. 8 at her

~

.

ho

She was born in St. FranciS on

Feb. 1o, 1904, the daughter of
Peter and Sarah (P~lletier)
Provost.
She was a member of St.
Theresa's Catholic Church and
the American Legion Auxiliary
of Stockholm and the Veterans
of Foreign Wars Auxiliary of
Caribou. She was active in the
senior citizens of Stockholm and
\ Caribou.
She is survived by . her
husband, Wilfred of Stockholm;
four sons, Peter, Claude, and
Richard, all of Caribou and
Gilbert of Bristol, Conn.; ~ee
daughters, Mrs. Alex~ (Lucllle)
Rossignol of Stockholm; Mrs.
Gloria Martin and Mrs. Roger
<Amanda) Felix, both of South
Dakota; 24 grandchildren; 14
great-grandchildren.
Friends called at the Lancaster-Morgan Funeral Home
on Monday. The Funeral Mass
was celebrated at St. Theresa's
Church in Stockholm, Tuesday,
No~. 11.

Interment was
Theresa's Cemetery.
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ALETitA JEAN FARMER

9

WICHITA, KAN. -- Funeral
services were held Thursday
for former Caribou resident
Aletha Jean Farmer, 47, who
died here August 21, 1978. She
had lived in Hazelton, Kan., one
year after moving from
Caribou.
She was born in Alva, Okla.,
June 13, .1931 and married
Kenneth H. Farmer in Kiowa,
Kan. May 29, 1954. She was a
member of the Lutheran
Church in Caribou.
Surviving are her husband;
her father and stepmother,
Clair and Betty Rucker of
Hazelton, Kan.; three sons,
Steve and Randy of Wichita and
DaMy of Anthony, Kan.; two
daughters, Kathy Farmer of
Wichita and Lori of Anthony;
three sisters, Nadine Cutright
of St. John, Kan., Clara Podschun of Anthony and Mrs.
Mary Leighton of Topeka.
Burial was at Bryon-Amarita
cemetery in Amorita, Okla.
Arrangements were made by
the Fisher Funeral Home in
Kiowa, where services were
held.

St.

ANNA M. HJULSTROM

77 7

STOCKHOLM -- Mrs. Anna M. Hjulstrom, 82, a former
Stockholm resident, died May 14 at a Caribou hospital after a
brief illness.
She was born June 24, 1894 at New Sweden, the daughter of
Martin and Ingrid (Olson) Larson.
Mrs. Hjulstrom attended the Trinity Lutheran Church of
Stockholm and was a member of the Lutheran Church Women
and of the North Star Senior Citizens Club of Stockholm. She and
her husband, Albert, whom she married in 1927, celebrated their
fiftieth wedding anniversary April 30.
Mrs. Hjulstrom is survived by her husband, who resides in
Caribou; a daughter, Mrs. Dennis (Gloria) Clark of Caribou;
and several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were conducted May 17 by the Rev. Edwin
Druckenmiller of Stockholm at the Lancaster-Morgan Funeral
Home, Caribou.
Friends who wish may contribute to the Memorial Fund of the
Trinity Lutheran Church in memory of Mrs. Hjulstrom. Envelopes may be obtained at the funeral home.

1

MRS. LYDIA THIBEAULT

r STOCKHOLM -- Mrs. Lydia

5 6fhibeault, 78, died unex~ ectedly Saturday Sept. 9, 1978,

h

t the home of her daughter in
Stockholm.
She was born in Blue River,
Que., Nov.4, 1898, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Ouellette. She had been a
resident of Stockholm for the
past nine years and was a
former resident of Connecticut.
She was a member of St.
Theresa's Catholic Church,
Stockholm, and an active
rtmember of the senior citizen
group in Stockholm. She is
survived by five sons, John of
1!-ewiston,
Geor~e
of
r•Merrimack, N.H., Roland of
t~ ~ristol, Conn., Lucien of East
v):lartford, Conn., Louis of
Spokane, Wash.; three
1daughters, Mrs. Exior <Anaise)
, tVoisine of Stockholm, Mrs.
Maurice <Rolande) Simoneau
f Windsor Locks, Conn., and
1rvtrs. James <Theresa) Saport,
East Hartford, Conn.; a
(.brother, O'Neil Ouellette, Blue
,River, Que., 25 grandchildren,
11 great-grandchildren.
A Mass of Christian burial
as celebrated at St. Theresa's
atholic Church, Stockholm,
ept. 12, with the Rev.
ymond Gauthier, pastor,
fficiating. Interment was in St.
heresa's Cemetery in
tockholm.
Pallbearers were Mark
aport, Roderick Voisine, Louis
uellette John Voisine, Galen
orsman, and Maurice N.
imoneau.
Funeral Arrangements were
y Lancaster--Morgan Funeral
orne, Caribou, Maine.

77~TOCKHOLM
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Death
News has been received that
Mrs. Grace Bourgoin of
Waterville , formerly of
Stockholm, died Sept. 19. She
has been a patient at the St.
Joseph Nursing Home in
Waterville for a long time.
News of her death was received
by her granddaughter Jackie
Rauch.

ALBERT HJULSTROM

CARIBOU
Albert
Hjulstrom, 83, died Nov. 21,
1978, in a local hospital
following a long illness.
The son of August and Anna
(Nelson) Hjulstrom, he was
born in Woodland on Oct, 14,
1895. He resided in Stockholm
from 1927 to 1976, whep he
moved to Caribou to live with
his daughter, Mrs. Dennis
<Gloria Ann> Clark.
Mr. Hjulstrom was a retired
farmer at the time of his death.
He had been a member of the
Trinity Lutheran Church of
Stockholm since 1938.
He
served on the church board for
many years. He was a member
of the North Star Senior Citizens
Club of Stockholm.
He is survived by his
daughter, Gloria Clark; one
brother, Clifford Hjulstrom of
Woodland; two sisters, Mrs.
Conrad (Teckla) Peterson of
New Sweden and Mrs. Herbert
<Myrtle) Larson of Millinocket.
Services were held Nov. 24 at
the Lancaster-Morgan Funeral
Home in Caribou with the Rev.
Edwin Druckenmiller officiating . Burial was in New
Sweden Cemetery. Pallbearers
were Marlo Hjulstrom, Eldon
Larson, Harold Anderson and
Carl Forsman.
Memorial contributions may
be made to the Trinity Lutheran
Church.

THEODORE R. LARSON

--Theodore R. Larson, 74, died at his Stockholm
residence February 19.
He was born October 15, 1902 at Stockholm, the son of Carl and
Hannah (Nelson) Larson. Mr. Larson lived in Stockholm all his
life. He never married. He attended Trinity Lutheran Church.
Mr. Larson is survived by several nieces and nephews and a
brother-in-law, Olaf Dahlen of Stockholm.
Funeral services were held February 22 at the LancasterMorgan Funeral Home, Caribou, with the Rev. Edwin
Druckenmiller officiating.
Burial will be in Jemptland Cemetery in the spring.
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OLAF DAHLEN
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STOCKHOLM -- Funeral services will be held this afternoon
for Olaf Dahlen of Stockholm who died in a Presque Isle hospital
Sunday following a brief illness.
He "as born in Jemtland, Sweden, April 23, 1900, the son of
John and Karen Olson Dahlen. The family came to the United
States in July, 1906, and settled in Stockholm, Maine.
A retired carpenter, Mr. Dahlen was the widower of Dorothy
Larson Dahlen, whom he married Dec. 21, 1929 in Greenville.
The Dahlens lived several years in Connecticut and moved.
back to Stockholm in 1947 where they attended the Trinity
Lutheran Church. He was employed by the General Supply
Corp. of Limestone 20 years and worked on the construction of
Loring Air Force Base as well as other general construction jobs
throughout the county. Mr. Dahlen ~as known in Stockholm for
his talent at restoring old organs, tuning pianos and fixing
nearly anything that needed repair.
He leaves a foster son, Carl Gorenson of Kittery; a twin
brother, Andrew Dahlen of Patten; a sister, Mrs. Martha
Margot of Orangeburg, N. Y., and several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held at 2 p.m. today at the LancasterMorgan Funeral Home in Caribou with the Rev. Edwin
Druckenmiller officiating. Burial will be in the Jemtland
Cemetery in New Sweden.

AGNES MASSEY
CARffiOU -- Mrs. Agnes Massey, 72, died unexpectedly at a
Caribou hospital Jan. 26, 1979.
.
She was born in St. David No~.19, 1906, daughter of Hyppohte
and Henriette <Plourde) Bernatche.
A resident of Caribou for more than 20 years and she was a
member of Holy Rosary Church.
She was formerly a resident of Stoackhol~ for many years
and was an active member of St. Theresa Pansh.
.
Mrs Massey is survived by her husband, Albe~t of Canbou ;
six so~ Louis of Norwalk, Conn.; William of Caribou; Everett
of South'Burg, Conn.; Gerald of Bangor; Paul of Boston; George
of Fort Fairfield; two daughters, Mrs. Mark (Jeane_tte)
LaChance of Caribou and Mud Lake; Mrs. Fra~ (Germame)
Feltner of Columbus, Ohio; one sister, Mrs. Lottie Bouchard of
Lewiston· 22 grandchildren.
1
A mas~ of Christian burial was celebrated Tuesday at Hoy

Rosary Church.
.
t t J
h
Pallbearers were Robert Bernaiche, Loman Bou o ' o~ep
Bourgoine, Norman Chassie, Peter Bouchard and Illeo
Bouchard.
~
Burial ill be in the Holy Rosary Cemetery. Arrangemen
were by Lancaster-Morgan Fw!eral Home.

......... --

Deaths
f
News has been received of the dea th of Mrs. Agnes. Mass~y o
Caribou, formerly of Stockholm, who died Jan. 26 m Canbou
Medical Center.
f
1 of
Mrs. Ida Rossignol of Glastonbury, Conn... ormer .Y
Stockholm, died Jan. 25. The two ladies were chtldhood fnends
.__n_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _p . and lived neighbors here i::n:.. ::t-=.ow

........

______ --···

, !ews has b n received of the death of Gertrude Beckstrom
La rson of Ma achusetts. for'11erly of Stockholm the. daughter
of the late Mr. and Mr.. Carl Ludvig Beck trom. 1 ...... • L....

ANNIE C. FOGELIN

STOCKHOLM -- Annie C. Fogelin, 84, widow of George A.
Fogelin, died Tuesday, March 13, at a Caribou hospital following
a long illness.
Born in New Sweden Oct. 19, 1894, she was the daughter of
Frederick and Anna <Gustafson ) Erickson.
· Mrs. Fogelin had an active part in the history of Stockholm
since 1925, when she moved there from New Sweden. She started
with an ice cream parlor and later operated a dry goods store
for many years in t.:onjunction with her husband's general store.
In 1977, Stockholm Historical Society named her an honorary
member in recognition of her contributions to the community.
In addition to her career as a merchant, she had been active in
the Red Cross and in the Trinity Lutheran Church. She was
financial secretary of the church for 35 years and was active in
the Lutheran Church Women's Group.
More recently, Mrs. Fogelin had received the outstanding
citizenship award from the American Legion, Stockholm, and
honorary membership from the American Legion Auxiliary.
· She is survived by a foster daughter, Mrs. Shirley Sjostedt of
Stockholm; a daughter-in-law, Mrs. Julie Fogelin of Fort Kent;
a sister, Mrs. Levi <Emma) Knowles of Presque Isle; five
nieces and a nephew.
Funeral services were held Thursday, March 15, at Lancaster-Morgan Funeral Home in Caribou with the Rev. Edwin
Druckenmiller officiating. Pallbearers were Frederick Anderson, Fernald Anderson, Simon Forsman, Carl Forsman, Carl
Sandstrom and Guy Page.
Friends who wish may contribute to the memorial fund of the
Trinity Lutheran Church in memory of Mrs. Fogelin. Envelopes
may be obtained at the funeral home.

EDDIE PLOURDE

.

' STOCKHOLM -Eddie Plourde, 58, of Stockholm, died July 12
while at work.
' He was born in Stockholm Aug. 8, 1920, the·son of John and I
Leopauldie <Bossie) Plourde.
Mr. Plourde was a lifelong resident of Stockholm and a
member of St. Teresa's Church. He was a U.S. Army veteran of
World War II and a member of the Perkins-Plourde Post,
, American Legion, Stockholm. He ha? been employed for 38
years by the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad as a trackman. He
was married March 8, 1941, to the former Cecile Bouchard in
Stackholm.
.
He is survived by his wife of Stockholm; h1s mother,
Leopauldie Ouellette of Van Buren; two sons, Donald of
Highstaire, Pa., and Rickie of Limestone; a d~ughter, .Mrs.
Albert <Rose) Caron of Caribou; three grandchildren, Cmdy,
Scott, and Tim Caron, all of Caribou; a step brother, AI~red
Thibodeau of Stockholm; and a sister, Mrs. Rachael Marquis of
· Presque Isle.
A Mass of Christian Burial was celebrated at St. Teresa's
Church Stockholm, July 16. Military commital services were
given by the officers and members of the Perkins Plourde Post,
American Legion, Stockholm. Pallbearers were Gary Maim,
' Louis Campbell, Steve Reed, Roger Espling, Gordon Dixon and
Ronnie Ouellette, members of the Perkins-Plourde Post,
American Legion.
Burial was in St. Teresa's Cemetery of Stockholm.

LEU RAUCH IV

STOCKHOLM-- Leo Rauch IV, 19, died in Venice, Fla., July~
as the result of an automobile accident.
He was born at Greenr.Jrt, Long Island, N.Y., Aug. 25, 1959,
the son of Leo and Jacqueline (Anderson) Rauch III. He lived in
Stockholm many years and was a member of the Caribou High
School class of 1976. He was graduated from Largo High School,
Largo, Fla., and attended the University of Maine. He had been
living and working in Venice, Fla., since November, 1978. He
was a member of the Trinity Lutheran Church of Stockholm.
He is survived by his mother of Stockholm: his father of
Venice, Fla.; a brother, Danny Lee of Princeton; and a sister,
Karia Ann of Stockholm.
Funeral services were held at the Trinity Lutheran Church of
Stockholm July~ with the Rev. Pa~~ ~~:!:~-~n officiating.

Sympathy

News has been received of the death of Mrs. Rachel Marquis
of Presque Isle, formerly of Stocholm. Mrs. Marquis. 63, widow
of John Marquis, died Oct. 14 at the Presque Isle hospital. She
was the dat1ghter of Joseph and Leopauline Plourde of
Stockholm. Sympathy is extended to the family.
-
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-Word has been received of the death of Mrs. Nelson <Johanna)
Hede Aug. 5 in Anchorage, Alaska following a long illness.
Besides her husband, she leaves brothers in here native Iceland
and a niece in this country .
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....Th;;~~;·;~lati~es and friends ~f Arthur S~ergren, 67, were
shocked and saddened to learn of his death, which occurred May
31. He leaves his wife, Rosalir,d, two sons and a daughter and a
host of friends. Funeral services were held at the Stockholm
Baptist Church with the Rev ..Robert Peck of the New Sweden
Baptist Church officiating.
.
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CLAUDEJ.BECHARDSR.

t

CARIBOU-- Claude J. Bechard Sr., 53, died at his home in
Caribou, following a long illness.
He was born in Stockholm Dec. 3, 1925, the son of Wilfred and
Alice (Provost) Bechard. He attended Stockholm schools and
was a member of the Calvary Baptist Church of Caribou.
A carpenter, Mr. Bechard married Stella Morin Feb. 20. 1960.
He was a veteran of World War II. serving in the United States
Navy. He was a member of Lister-Knowlton VFW Post and the
American Legion Post of Stockholm.
Besides his wife, he is survived by his father of Stockholm;
three sons, Claude Bechard Jr., Wilfred Bechard and Bradford
Bechard, all of Caribou; a daughter, Miss Claudine Bechard of
Caribou; three brothers, Richard Bechard and Pete Bechard,
both of Caribou, and Gilbert Bechard of Bristol. Conn.; three
sisters. Mrs. Lucille Rossignol and Mrs. Robert (Gloria l
Pelletier of Stockholm and Mrs. Roger (Amanda l Felix; and
one grandchild.
Funeral services were held Nov. 13 at the Calvary Baptist
Church with the Rev. David Creech, pastor, officiating. Serving
as pallbearers were Elwood Peterson, Linwood Peterson, Perry
Drost, Claude Stairs, Jack Parise and Frank Anderson.
Burial was in Evergreen Cemetery. Funeral arrangements
were made by the Mockler Funeral Home.

1

Obituary
EmEL C. WILSON
BALLSTON SPA, N.Y. - Ethel C. Wilson 84 of R D N
2, Sweetman ~oad, ftrmerly of Stockholm,' di~ Jul~
Saratoga Hospital after a long illness.
Bo~n in Stockholm, she had resided in Ballston Spa for the
past. fiVe years and prior to that in Venice, Fla.
Wilso~ was a I?ember of the People's Methodist Cll.Jrch of
Greenville J.unction where she resided for a number of Years
the Burnt Hills-Ballston Lake Senior Citizens and the Fr
Class of the Burnt Hills Methodist Church.
enc
She was the widow of Thomas Wilson.
Survivors include a daughter, Mrs. Archie Steen (Kathleen)
of Ballston Spa, N.Y., a son, Uoyd Wilson of Bristol Conn .
~ven grandchildren; four great-grandchildren and' sever~i
. rueces and nephews.
.
Ser~ces were held July 12 at the Townley & Wheeler Funeral
Hom~ m Ballston Lake, N.Y., with the Rev. Elmer N Hal
associate pastor.of Burnt Hills Methodist c~-·rch ,.~f: . tiey,
B ·1
h ld
.
uu
, VI.. ICia ng.
urta was e al GreenVIlle July 14 with the Rev R
ld
Walden, pastor of the People's Methodist Church, offici:~.
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